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ABSTRACT .

.
An accurate assessment of the resonance frequencies.of stators

is essential for designing a quiet electrical machine. Also .. detailed
information about the vibration characteris�ics of the' stator is of'·
much Interese , '. ..... .: .

In the newer construction of stators, the stator.-core is
encased tightly: in tlie frame. 111is construction is considered to be
S iJnpler ana more economical as i� elblinates .the use of ribs between. the
core and the frame. An analysis, of a general nature, for the
determinat:iqn of the vanous resonance frequencies and. mode shapes of
stators having encased construction is presented' in the thesis. As
the general frequency equation is derived on a three-dimens�onal basis,
i t delivers information about not Only the radial vibrations of the

.
.

stator but also about torsiond and axial vibratiOils. In addition, the
flexural vibrations along the machine-length are taken into account in
the. analysis. The validity of the analysis is confimed by experimental
results which were obtained from the literature for· stators of small as

well as of large machines.
.

.

A detailed study of the vibration characteristi� of a represent
ative stator is carried' out and the results are presented in a general ...
i zed form. The advantages of the encased construction of stat(Jrs over'
the conventional conatructdon from the vibration considerations are

discussed. .
. .

Fi.natly t the. validity ot the simplified frequency equations .. which
are derived from the general frequency equation .. is checked.

.

.
...........: ...

.
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1. ,INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Review

Noi!e has beconte a serious threat to the well

-being of everyone of us. It is with us everywhere' and all the time.
.

. ,

.'
.

.....
. � .

.

Although there is a consptcuous disagreement among investigators on 'the

psychological and physiological effects 'of noisel, ,there see_' to be ,

nevertheless, substantial evidence that' noise reduction has an overall

/
,

' 2�7 '

beneficial effect • In this regard, the reduction' of vibratiOn and'
, ,

noise has become very important in rotating machines
, '

cial and,military applications2•

,
,

for both eommer-'

In the case of naval vessels, audible
, "

noise 'limits the effective range of sonar and increases' the danger of

detection. In industrial applications, low-vibration motors are,

essential for machine tools to produce finer tolerances of fInished

products. In air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment', great,
efforts are put' to minimi ze the noise transmitted by strlJ,cture or by

air. Also, ind\JStry is becoming aware of the risks to the ear and

'hearing of workers and of the, time wasted through interruption o�
cODll'liunication which may occur in an environment of high noise-leveIJ�4.

Due to the innumerable applications of electrical machines, 'the

study of nedse produced by them forms an, imPortant consideratiOn. 8lectrical

machines of all sizes are frequently sources' of unpleasant noises of

mechanical, aerodynamical and electromagnetic originj�7. These noises

are produced by bearings, ventilating fans and magnetic field "present in

the air-gap of the electrical machine. The continuous Inereese in the

applications of"electrical machines, these days, has, resulted iri, a
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.

.... . .

.growing awareness of noise probl�ms in electrical inachines.· It/is nOW

becoadng necessary for 'machine .manufacturers to make thei� ina¢bines .

..
.

..

qUieter than: those of their competitors. For'a deSigner�t has become

essential to be lmle to predict accurate ly the notse pr�duction. of .the
machine under design6 'ibiS is especially important .�n the 'case of,

.

.
..'

. large machines', where it is imprac.ticable to build a: prototyPe model,

and 'it is expensive to apply means of .externat noise control. Further-

morej under the economic pressures whiCh characterize production
.. .. .

nowadays; manufacturers tryby all. me�s to keep the volume of the'
'

.. ,
.... ". '.. .'

5
.

electrical machin,e as small as possible for a Specified rating .. � This
. .

..
. .. . ..

.

..

means a maXimum exploitation of the materials involved, for examp:le,
using higher flux and current densities, etc. ,As. a result,' the .

. .

ampli tudes of the excdting magnetic forces exented on, the different
.'

machine' .members increase considerably and, therefore, the· electrical

" machine tends to be considerably noisier.

It is a well-known fact that a small impressed force causes

excessive vibrations in a structure. if this structure, is nearly in

resonance with the impulses. Accordingly j the various exciting forces

acting, OIl the stator and rotor of the electrical machine m�y produc.e·

objectionable noise and excessive vibrations when' the ,.freque�cies 'of the'.
. .

exci ting forces are equal to, or near, the natural'. frequencies of the'
members of the machine. concerned, The vibrations . and c�SequentlY: the
noise-level produced by an electrical .aachme can; therefore, 'be

reduced to a large extent by modifying the construction and' dimensions of

.

the members
.

of the machine '. in such a way that :th,eir mechanical' response
to the exciting forces is diminished. .The determination' of the resonance

. \ '
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froquencies and vibration characteristics of the differen:t parts of an
,

'

electrical machine is, thus j of much importance in relation :to noise
,

,

. ' 6-20
reductaon •

In the newer construction of the stator, which is used for'

machines of small and medium power capacities these ,days J the stator-core
•

.' • • •

•

.' $ - ...... -_.* ... '
.. .' �"-:-'-'

is encased tightly in the frame. This construction eliminates the �e_:,of
", "*-..... ' .* .. * ••••� • ..- .....

-

ribs between the stator-core and frame' and is j therefore J considered to

be simpler and lI10re economical;
,

'A detailed study, of the, rlbration character-
, "

istics of such a stator is,therefore,very much desired. At the same time,

,

this stator model is sui table for the initiation of a rigoroUS andys'is
,

,

for the ,cal�ulation' of the' different resonance frequencies oi stators of

'electrical machines. It is the aim of this thesis to contribute towards

the effort in t.eduction of noise in electrical machines, in generat , by

evolving, an analytical',method ',for the' deterniination of the, resonance, ,'"
-.

frequenCies of such stators and presenting an extensive study' of' their

vibration characteristics. '

'

1.2, Comments on Pub lished
'

Li terature

Although, the importance of the mechanical r,espon,se of stators of '

,

' electrical machines in the problem of noise" was
'

realized a long
8,9time ago" J Iittle ,attention has been paid to' it by investigators.

Probably the first one, to investigate the problem of mechanical response
,i .

.

" .

.

'.
.

.' . :.: .. ','
.

of stators of electrical machines was Den HartoIO"ll. 'He considered

only the frame and neglected the stator-core on the basis that the frame

u,suaUy em ts, a larger portion of the total noise. Whereas, this can be
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'partially true' when dealing with' the problem: of calculating the

electromagnetic acoUstic noise ,emitted by the electrical machine; it
is not the case when one attempts to, calculate the resonance frequencies

of the stator.'

On the other hand; several authorsI2�16,17 �19 consic;lered the,

: vibr,atioils o'f tAB, "stator-core alone' because it is subjected to,

, electromagnetic forces. Stators of electrical machines � 'in general,

are more complicated than a single ring. ,An outer frame is usually

provided to support the stator-core. In the modern construction of'
.

.

'. .
'.

" .

electrical machines � the thickness of the fr� is �

,

generally � ,kept

smalL In recent investigations15�18,20, it has been observed that the

frame can playa very important role in the problem of�ois� produ�ti��
in electrical machines.' Consideration of the frame is � therefore � very

important in. any investigation' re lated' to ,the pr�b lem 'of noise in"
f

.

electrical m�chities.

'Although 'the' importance of the effects of 'the" frame was realized

a long" tble :
ago, no pub lished work dealt wi th the actua,l cOns.truction of

, stators of electrical machines until 1955. Erdelyil3-15 treated the,

stator as a two-ring syst�m with radial" and tangential, ribs "in:"between

For, the sake of simplicity J Erdelyi assumed modes of inextensional

nature (which means that the length of the mids1irface of the vibrating'

rings does, not -ehange by deformation)'� 'He cOnsidered the' effects 'of

..
'

,
,

,
,

the' stator, teeth and ,winding by only adding their masses, to. the mass of

the yoke. In addi tion � he treated both core and frame' as thin' rings.

,As a matter of fact, the stator�core has been treated in' the same 'Jluumer
'

,

, 12-17' ,

in mQst of the analyses available in the lite,rature :,
• :As the ratio

\



of the thickness of the stator-core to its mean radius may well exceed .

.
.

the.value 0.2 in the case of turbogenerators, special low-noise mad\ines,

machines of small capacities, 2-pole medium-sized machines and several

other types of machines, the assllJn.ntion of athin-shell may lead to con ..

s.iderab Ie errors in the resul ts18 •

.
...

.
. 18

Recently, as an extension of Erdelyi's work, Ellison and Yang·

calculated the natural frequencies of a stator having. a thin frame

coupled solidly through key bars to a thick ring loaded with teeth and

windings,. �aking into. account bending, shear, extension and rotary.

inertia.

It may be mentioned that the studies ofBllison and Yang as well.
as those: of Erdelyi

.

and all others are con'fined to the· lowes� resonance

frequency ,of a mode of deformation .. Moreov�r, the anaiyses', are limited

, to
.. plane vibrations only (involving radial and tan�eritial components

of displaceme�t) .' In other words, the presence of axial vibrations has

been ignored'.· The stator of an electrical machine is subjected not 'only
to radial and torsional vibrations but also to' axial ones2,l.22. All·

these vibration components may be 'excited simultaneoUsly dUring·'

machine operation •

.

Further, in the analyses availal>lelO-20 in the literature, the
.

.

authors have invariably as�umed that .ehe a.mpli tudes: of vibrations of··

the stator are uniform alOng the machine_axis. However, thiS may:no1: ..

be -the case in machines having .ccnsfderab Ie length" e�:g. in tui'bo

generators8•9 Moreover, i� the presence of skewing, the, diStributiOn
. . .

:.···13·14:
of the JIl8.gnetic forces' along a generatrix'is not uniforDl· '

'

•. For·

these considerations,. flexural vibrations of the stator al(mg· a generatrix
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are of much interest.
,

'

In' the case of the' conventional construction of stators where '

, ,
,

the, stator-core is supported by the frame through rib�,' it has been

noticed13-15,18 that ,the: frame creates additional resonail,ce frequencies.

In addition, the presence of the frame may lead to an increase ,in' the,

noise-level of the,machine by 20-30 deCibels�O Although these

disadvantages from the noise considerations have been known fOr a

long time, the conventional construction of stators is still widel1
, ,

used. Unfortlmately, very Iittle information on the vibration

charact�ristics and inf1uen�e of the frame in the case of an alter":

native construction is. availabl� in the published literature. There
, "

,

is, th�refore,," a' need' for' investigating the vibration'behaviour, of
stators of alternative constmrctdon.

'

For' thl.$ and· for' 1:he. reasons mentioned' before, it' is felt

that .an analy�is, of a general nature based on three":dimen�ional
considerations is required for the determination of the various

resonance frequen6ies ,of a stator of encased 'construction. In the'

published work, very little information about the vibration behaviour'

of such a construction is available.

,

1. 3 The Problem

To design a quiet electrical machine, one requit�s 'complete
.

.

.

.'

.

.'
.

.

i tifomatfon' about th� vibration characteristics of tile, 'stator of the
machine �der' consideration. The object of this th�sis, is',to develop a

suitable an�lysis for the determination of the v�ous resonance fre-
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quenctes of a stator ha,ving encased construction, in which a thick s.tator

-core , which is loaded with teeth and windings, is encased in a thin

. frame. The analysis should take into account the variations that may be

present in the. amplitudes of vibrations along the machine:-Ien:gth. and
. .

.

a1s.0 provide information not. only about the lowest resonance frequency
. .

for eaCh mode but also ·about all the possible resonance frequencies.of

the stator.· In contrast to the previous workIO-20, the stator vibrations

should not be considered. as plane vibrations only, but also axial

vibrations should be taken into account. For the investigations·of ·the .

.. .

vibration behaviour of the stator, the solutions pre.sented should be:
. .. "... . .

.

. . .

.
. .

general and applicable to any arbitrary values of the physical parameters
. '.,

and dimensions of the stator.
•

•
I

•
•

1.4 Brief Description of centenes:

. TIle thesis consists mainly of two sections •.. The first sec�ion

deals with the development of .the analysis for the free vibrations of

a stator having encased construction. The second section contains a.

detailed study of the vibration chm;'acteristics and.·mechanical 'response

of such a stator.

Before actually.developing the rigorous analysis for the·deter�
.

JIlination of 'the resonance frequencies and Vibration characteristics, it
.

.
'

is advisable that the different aspects of the problem of. electromagnetic

noise in electrical machines be considered closely. I� this connection,

it is essential to discuss the nature of electromagnetic forCe excitations

which are usually present during the operation Of an �lect'rical machine.
In the study of the noise problem, the response of th� human eat is ... a
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crucial consideration.

After discussing the different aspects of the electromagnetic

noise problem in electrical maChines, an analysis fOt" the calculation

of the various resonance freqUencies and mode shapes" of a stator 'having
encased construction is developed.

'

The exact equations of motion" are

.used to describe the motion of both' core a:i)d frame and the effect of

teeth and Windings is taken irito account in a genera1 manner. The

, approach used in the present analysis is different from the variouS

approaches adopted iri the pUblished literature.' In spite of t�e
..":

. .
.

rigor of the present' analYSis, an effort has been made to derive

the solutions in a 'siDiple and straightforward way. ,

'

.

.

.

.

After deriving: the general freql1ency equation, special frequency
, '

,

equations are derived from the'general equation fo� the cases of eqU�l
amplitud� vibr�tions along the'maChine-length andior �long the maChilie

circumference. ' 'For' the' purpose of' reducing the calculation effort" three

'different 'tyPes of simplification are separately ,introduCed in the
,

general frequency equation and the validity of tl(ese simplification,s

is cheeked on, the stator of 'a, typical InductIon motor'�
.:

"For confirmation �f,the validity of the analysis contained in

,

this thesis, comparisons between the computed and measured values of ,the
,

resonance frequencies of, some typical stators of electrical mamines,

having different constructions and power capacities;, are drawn." It" is

ftHt that the usual practice of testing theories on a single. DlOdel�3-1Sjla
or on models of nearly the same power rating, is in��uate16J19: In

..:
.

.

addition" a detailed discussion of the agreements 'anC! errors exi$ting

between the Calculated' and measured values is included,.'
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In order to obtain the vib�ation characteristics of stators

o f enc8.s�d construction, many frequency c$l.culations' have, been, done

for a representative model. The parameters of the chosen model are

reali�ti� 'for 'small, as well as for medium and large electrical

machines. ' The frequency spectrwn; mechanical response and mode

shapes are given and discus$ed in detail. As a matter, ,of fact, such

studies have not bee� considered in the published literature even

for. stators of the conventional construction.

Finally, 'the advantages of stators of encased construction
"

over those of conventional construction from the,vibration point of

v few are pointed out.
, '

Four appendf.ces are, given at the end of this thesis. Appen�ix-A
describes the' solution for the gener�l frequency equation while

Appendix-B describ�s the technique of calculating the various' resonance
. .

. "

'.
.

frequencies ,of the stator' from the frequency equation 'derived:.in th:ts
, ,

t hesf.s � Appendix':'C gives, the derivation of the frequency equations for

the special cases, and Appendix-D gives the derivation of. the factor

w:hich takes into account, the effects of teeth, winding�' md cooling ribs.

It may be added, that a maJor part of the work reported in this

,thesis has been accepted ror publication63-65•
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2. mE. MAIN ASPECTS OF mE PROBLEM OF ELECTROMAGNETIC

NOISE· IN ELECTRICAL MACHINBS

. .. .

In. general; an electrical machine is a sourc� of noise because
. .

. .

the main 1Iiembers of the machine are subjected to periodically varying'

,forces. Among the. three different types of noi�e produced in eiectrical

'machines (ventilation noise, bearing noise and electromagnetic noise2,�,7),
the electromagnetic noise is the one which is produced by the forces

created by the magnetic field present .In the machine .. 'These forces

cause vibrations in the various parts of the. machine.. The aiilplitude of
. .

s;uch vibrations does' not only depend on the amplitude of the exciting .

.

forces, but. abo' depends on the mechanical response of the various � .

machine parts to the exciting forces
6 t ,• Wi th 'large amplitudes

-.

of
.

.
.

vibrati� J the noise �mitted from the ma�ine is high ••. In addition,

the loudness of the machine noise does not only depend on the amplitude
of vibrations but· also depends on the phySical response 'of the hUman

.
..

.

ear3.t41i7�· The problem of electromagnetic noise and vibrations in
.

.
. .. .

. .
.

'electrical machines involves, therefore, the complex inter-relationships
. between electromagnetic forces produced in the' machine, mechanicaf:'

'. :

.'.
. '.' ..... ,

.

.

.

2
response of' the machine parts and physical response of the human ear'.

In the fol1<;>wing, the three main aspects of the proble� are
.
discussed.

2.1 Blectromagnetic Exciting Forces

"

*.

Noises of electromagnetic origin appear at different frequen<:ies
. depending on the exciting forces. Here J the mechanism of the production'

of the main ·"e lectromagnetic forces. in the machine,
..

'

together •wi th • the
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mode shapes and frequencies of the vibrations caused by these. force.s t

are discUssed. Although the discussion will be restricted to the

three-phase induction motors t the electromagnetic noise problem. in the.

other types of electrical machines is not very much different.

The electromagnetic.forces created in electrical machines.. .'
.

.

..

be, classified into two major categories. Those for.ces· which are
.

.' '.' .

"

. .' .

.. generally present in an electrical machine are cOnsidered as , one

category t while the forces which are created only in the presence of ':

aSymmetries ·(magnetic. electrical or mechanical) fall into. another·

category�,
"

:,:

.2.1.1 Forces produced in. the absence of asymme�t'ies. .,

2 .L; 1·.1 The. furidamental fox:ce-wave produced by the air';;gap magnetic .field
.

.'
..

DUe to the presence, of the magnetic field in the air:'gap of the
.'

'.

'. :.
. .' :.

'.

", .

machine. a radial. force proportional to the.square.of the field ·density is

created12. This forCe has the tend�ncy to mutuallY· attract stator and
'. .

.
. . .' .

-

....

rotor. To'. illustrate this, Fig. 2.1 is given which shoWs . the developed
.

.
.

.

:., .

' .

air-gap of an: induc�ion D.lotor With the flux-wave over two poles •.

As the flux Is sinusoidal. the distribution.of the ·force .in· the

air-gap has a constant component and a sinusoidai component having twice

as
.

many cycles as. the. original ·field ... The· first. compOnent is uniform
.

.
.

around· the ·periphery and sc it produces a ·tangential comPression In the
.

...
statox: iaminatians· and . remains· ·constant at ail times. and. therefore, has

.

. .

: . .... .

no effect· on noise production. On ehe other hand. as the flux ·rotates

i�the dr-:-gap at· synchronous speed, the sinusoidal comPonent of the

force rotates with the same speed. As a result, every point on the

�tator and rotor will ·be_subjected.to a periodiC force with 2p cycles
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p=number of pairs of ,poles
, Oabore diameter

axis

Fig. 2_�_�, $�ial magnetic flUx and force"'!waves

per revolution for a Zp"pole machine. Under the effect of such a

force-wave" the stator is deformed in�o the shape, of a rotating pattern
having:2p lObes. In this case, it can be easily seen that every pOint

of thEf-stator will vibrate with double the supply fr.equency. On the other

hand ; 'the rotor does not; usually, show any appreciab Ie ;respOJ:lse
, "

to such a force because of ,its highly s�iff construction.

2.1.1 .• 2 The effect of m,agnetostriction
It is well-known that when the steel used in electrical machines

is ma�etized it expands very 'slightly along the aXis of' magnetization.
'

Hence, around the periphery of the stator-cere , the length of an" arc
increases and decreases as the flux-density rises and falls. As the

magnetostrictive effect does not depend upon the direction of the flux,
,

'
,

the pattern of the magnetostrietive' expansdon will have' 2p cycles around

th.e periphery of the stator-core in a 2p�pole machine'., This pattern�
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rotates with the field) causing verY small vibrations in both radial and

tangential directions. Consequently; a point of the stator-core will·

vibrate with a frequency. equal to double the. sUpply frequencyl�. As the·

resulting vibrations are extremely small; the magiletostriction-e.ffect

does not play an important role in the production of noise in rotating.

electrical machines .. In contraSt) magnetostriction..efrect is one of the·
.

main considerations in the study of noise produced in transformers6 e .

.
.

2.1.1�3 Force�waves produced by .the harmonic fieldS in the air-gap

As,it is well-known. the air-gap field is.at no instant distrib..:

uted according··to a simple sinuSoidal wave. Also, the ·dis!tribution

changes as the field rotates23•24. This is-equivalent to saying that)

In
.

acWi tion to the fundamental. field. there are �ther �ields with other .than

the. fundamental numbe.r .of poles and. some lflth .other than ·the timdamental·

. frequency.

With all. these harmonics, the radial component o.f the air-gap·

flux-density can be expressed ih the form of a series of trigonometric
. 25·

functions as follows :

.
..

.

8 = t Bt Cos (Pkx:� �t, + 6k) • • •• (2.1)
. ... ... ..

.

where; Pk. is the nUDber of pairs of poles of a given sinusoidal ccn-.
.

.

.
.

... . . .

ponent) � is the corresponding frequency and 6k is the. general phase·

. difference angle. The sUmmatiOn is made fo.r the. several necessary
. .

values of Pk and ��
.. In ·equation. (2.1), J( is' in mechanical degrees.

As the radial. force resulting from. the presence of such a field·

is proportional to the square of the field density· 8: at a given point�

then the expression for the radial force between the stator and �oto�
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.

.

will have the following form:
.

.

.
. Z

F = C {I� Cos(Pkx.- �t + Ok)} ••••.. (2.2)

where; F is the radial force and C is a constant which differs according

to the system of units used •

.
the expression of the force F, equatiort (2.21'., can be expanded

into a series of stnusctds ,
.

the general term of which has the form:'

.Pmn = CBmBn Cos(pmx-wmt+e�)Cos(pnx-wnt+en)
CB B .

.

.

= .; n·[Cos{ (Pm�Pn)x� «(I)m-wn)t+(e�:"o�j f
.

+ Cos{(p ...p )x-(w +w )t+(e +0· )}]
... mn mn·.·mn

� ••• : (2.3)

From this general·expression of the force (which results from

the presence of two· fields having Pm and. Pn pairs �f poles. and fre-·
.... :.. ... .... :.. .• ... ..

. 2S

quenc1es of wm and (l)n' respect1vely) 1t .cen be found that :

(i) . Any· tw� fields haying same number of poles and different he ...

quencfes give rise to a radial force with no poles, which Ji1eans

•

.
..

.

uniform force around the periphery. . The force
'.produced. in this

case tends to distort both stator and rotor in a zero-mode,
which is generally termed a breathing mode, with frequency ."'-.

.

. ".
.

. .' ." . .' '. :

. .

. equal to the. difference between the frequencies of the two fields.

The effect of such a force ·i5. Usually, of·n�g1igiblelmportance
with reference to the rotor due to its very stiff construction.

. ..
(ii) Any two fields differing by two poles. give· rise to a force of

two poles tending to displace the rotor and stator as a whole in

a beam-type.motion.
.

This type of vibration. is Usually: veri. iil-
. .

.

portant for the consideration· of the' noise produced by the rotor26 •
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(iii) Any two fields differing by four poles 'result in forces"
.

balanced across any diameter, which tend to distort the stator

into a rotating ellipse and whose frequency is equal to the

difference between the frequencies of the two tields.

(iv) 'Any two fields having poles whose sum or difference. equals.

any given number g>4 resu.lt in a force whiCh tends to distot't

. the stator or rotor into a rotating pattern haVing g/2 lobes �

. Due to the fact that the me.chanical response of the stator

decreases with the increase of the complexity of the mode of

. vibrations,. limited attention is usually given to modes of'

high orders.
. . .

.

(v) A single field having g poles tends . to' 'distort 'the stator or:

. roto� iIit� a rotati�g pattern having globes .•. The nedse coa-
.

.

.
.

.
.

. .
"

.

.

. .
.

poilent produced in this case h� a' frequency equal' to double·
.

. . .

·the frequency·of the field·producing··it.
Effects of the slbt-combinatlan

In order to show. the relation between the slot�combination of 1;he
..

.

machin� and the noise· behaviour, the air�gap in andnducefon 'motor will
be considered smooth for the sake of simplicity •. ':AlSo, it will be

. .

assused that only the fundamental and the slot harmonics of both stator
.

.

. and rotor fields are present .in the air-gap field.: Accotdingly� the

.

air-gap field wilt have the 'following forml2 � .
.

. .'

B = BICo� (pX�(A)st)+B2Cos (S-p)x+(A)s tJ+B3COS [(S+p)x-f4s:t]

•••• (2.4)·:.



, ' ,

+ (B2B4+B3BS) C,OS{ (S-R) X-f(l)s (R(l;sl � t}+B2BSCos{(S-R-2p) x

+(1) (R(1-s)�+2)t}+ terms of Ddnor importances p
,

,

..... (2.5)
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wh�re; B, is the air-gap flux-density, Bl, 82, B3, B4 and BS are the

amplitudes of the various field components t S is the ti\1Jli)er of stator
, ,

slots. R is the nUDber of rotor, slots, P is the nUllber of pairs of.,

poles� s is the slip; (I) is the supply 'frequency and t is the time.
,

s ',' ,

The force-wave resulting from this field is:

� , "

":

F a 21(1+C�S(2P�-2(1) t))+83B4Cos{(S-R+2p)x+(I) ( R(1-sl -2)t},
,

s ' s, p
,

2'
B

,

The -f term is the fundamental force-wave having 2p pairs of poles

and double the supply freqUency. ,The other three termS are: force:"waves .

having (S-R+2p), (S-R) and (S-R�2p) pairs of poles and frequencies of

J(1-s) R(l ..s) R(l-sl . l'� -2)(1)(1) and ( �2)(I) .

respect1ve y.,
'p s' p s· p ,

,

s"
It is, therefore,

adv�sable that (R-S) and/or (R-St2p) are kept as large 'as possib�e in

order to achieve a quieter operation of the machine12,27-29�
2 � 1.2 Forces produced due to asymmetries'

The presence of electrical � mechanical or magnetic asymme'tries

produces'several noise components in addition to those already present. I

.

..
.

The most, important cases of asymmetries will, be discussed in the following:,

2.1�2.1 Force-waves produced by eccentricity,
.'

. ': .'

In designing electrical machines, it Is neces� to a11<*..,a'
dimensional tolerance on every part required for the manufacturing �

,

Generally speaking, the greater the tolerance the lower is the
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manufacturing cost30 .. In electrical machines with a '51118.11 air�gap, as

ds the case with induction motors,
.

slight variations in th, dimensionsof

the stator,rotor, end shie Ids and bearings may lead ee a considerab Ie
.

variation of the air-gap at different angular positions between stator

and rotor. This non:"uniform air-gap will give rise to unbalanced magnetic
.

.
.. . . �.

pull and censequent.ty additional noise30-36• As a matter of fact,' there
. . '.

.

are several types of eccentricities, which �ill be discuSsed in the

following.
.

..

2.1.2.1.1 Case 1 - rotor is not exactly centered in th� stator-bore and '

is stiff
"

:An�" rotating machine in which" the rotor' is not exactly ... '

'.

centered in the stator-bore will have an unbalanced magnetic pull between

the. stator and �e rotor, tending to ',pull them together on the side: that

has the smaller air-:-gap·having greater' flux�dens�ty, . Fil!
.

2.2�. � .the

Fig •. 2.2 Machine with eccentric �tor
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. ".
.

magnitude of the pull wil1 be different for different positions of the

poles of the fluz",wave, the side-force wiiI thus go through cycles of
.�

. .

variations. It has been prov�d in severat publications33,36 that' when
, the rotor is stiff, the sta�or as well as the rotor will vibrate as a

whole with a frequency equal to twice the frequency of' the supply. 'In �.s.

this case, the inequality of the iir-gap stays constant, that is j' the
'.

'.
.

.

stator, and rotor do not move sideways relative to each other under the

influence of the force.

2.1.2.1.2 ·Case 2 � rotor is not exactly centered in the stator-bore and
is not stiff'

,If it is'supposed that the rotor moves to the ,right under the
'

influence of the eiastic restoring forces of the' shaft, as the unbalanced

magnetic pull to the left on the rotor diminisbe� to:a minimum then, side-

to-side, vibrations, of both stator and rotor of a frequencY equal to the tV;', '

.
.

.

.

.' .
.

.

supply . frequency will, be produced3:6.
2 �L 2.1. 3 Case 3 - rotor is eccentric with respect to :the shaft, .and

.'

bearings are concentric with, respect. to the stator·
, , '

This'is ',usually called the rotating eccentricity 'because in this'

case the rotor starts whirling :and a rotating eccentricity is formed .•
'

,

The' frequency of the noise produced due to, such ecctmtrici ty is 'equal

'to, twice the slip frequericy and, the' associated, vibrations are character

i zed by a' side,-to-side,motion33. �,
," "

2 . L2 � 2' Force�wave ,produced by dynaDd. c unbalance, '

.
,

In some cases, the rotor is dynami cally unbalanced and at the s &me
.'. .

'.

,
'

time it is not perfectly centered in the stator-bore., �ccordingly, two

forces are present, one is .. electroJllagrietic (Unbalanced magnetic

,

I
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puB) and the other is mechanical (dynamic unbafanee-fcrce) . The

dire,ction of the first is' always' towards .the poiilt of,the minimum,air
.

.

.

.

-gap, while the direction of the second force rotates 'with the rotor

and is in the direction of the mechanical unbdance. 1be combinatiort

of these two forces' produces a' noise of slip-frequency37. 'Sws,
2.1.2�3 Porce':'wa\1es' produced by electrical aSymmetries in, the rotor

.

.'
.

Electrical asymmetries In the rotor, such as a defective bar, are

, ,

'of such 'an asymmetry results in an aSyJBetrical field distribution in

the air-gap. As the defective .bar rotates with the ro�or,' a noise .:
,:

"

very similar to that produced as a result of rot.ting eccentriCity will

be produced37.'

'a source, of additional electromagnetic noise components. The presence

.

" .�. . . .. .

2.1.2.4 Pulsating Tp%q�s

Th� presence of electrical or magnetic asymmetries creates various

pulsating torques of dif�erent amplitudes and frequencies38,39. These

torques, �y ,cause structure-borne noise of considerable 'levei2S'.' The
.:,

pulsating torques may also play an important role in the production 'of

ai.r-bome noise.',

, 2.1. 2 .5
'

Axial foreas

In induct1.on motors with skewed 5 lots, the flux density i,s nee

lDliform along the machine length. This results in a non-lDlifol1D dis- "

'

.

�
'.

tribution of magnetic energy along 'a generatrix. Cons.equently, the

rotor' as' well as the stator experience axial vibrations
22

• �lso.l in the

presence of skewing, the values of the,permeance at d�fferent.1)oints 'along
'. "

.
.'

.

,

tmt ''"> machine length are different and, accordingly, :th'e stored magnetic

i
"
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'

, , ,

energy in ,the air-gap of the machine is non-uniform dong a genel'atrb:.

Thus, additional axiai'vibrations are produced22•
Moreover, an axial displacement of the rOtor due to any ,reason

(like axial forces p1'Oduced by skewing, imperfect levelling of the

shaft ... the pull of the ventilating' fan,' etc.) 'tesults in changing the,
. '.' . .

alignment of the ends of the stator with the corresponding ends of the

rotor, as well as the: alignment of the edges of the ducts of rotor and
,

, "

stator., Consequently, both rotor and stator experience two 'aciditional

axial force�21.

Since the torques produced in electric�l 'machines are due,to

tangential forces perpendicular to the stator and rotor slots, there�

fore, in a machine with skewed slots � these forces will have a
,

,
,

,

component in the axfal direction. The resulti.ng axial force, 'in "

this case, is proportional to the torque and angle' of skewing21.
'From the above discussions,' it' appears that the: rotor and

stator'may be subjected to considerable aXial, vibrations' during 'the'

operation, of 'the' maChine, especially in' the presence 'of skewing.' Ii

may also ,be mentioned that the frequencies of �al vibrations of �

machine coUld lie within a broad range of frequency.
.:

2. L 4 Numerical example
, It is

'

now opportune to determine, in a general :way, the r�ge
'

of, frequency cjf the exciting forces, encountered in a typical ,electrical

mfJ,chine. To illustrate this, Ii 40�kW, 4-pole, three phase squirre1
.. cage induci�on motor, with 36 slots in the stator, 'aJld 30 slots in the'

, '

rotor,·is chosen," In thiS machinei the main force-waves produced by the
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magnetic' field harmonics (equation (2.5)) are those having 20. 12 �d

4 force-poles. The frequencies o,f these force-waves are [15 (1':'s).-2)(I)5 "

15(1-s)(I) and [15(1 ..s)+2]oo ; respectively. AS the response of both
s s

'stator and rotor to the forc�..waves having higher modes ,is usually ve�

small, only the second and third' force componentS �ill be considered

important ror the production of noise in the maChine under consideration.

Besides, the consideration of additional field harmonics shows the

presence of other force-waves of modes having 0,2,4, etc. force-poles.
, '

With reference to the previous diSCUSsion in conrtection with �e

different nOise compOnents produced in electrical macltines, in the ab-

.sence as' we11 as in the presence of �Symmetries '. thetone-frequenq.
lines of the noise end tted by the' motor '�der cons'ideration are' 'Obtained
as shown in Figs. 2'.3 and 2.4, in which ,the variation of thefrequencY
of the various'noise components, together with the' mode 'shape associated

with'each component. is given against the slip 0, of the 'motor.'
00

With the help of Figs '. 2.3 0 and' 2.4; the frequencies of the 00 im

'portant exciting electromagnetic ,forces ,. which
0

may be eXperienced 0

by the

rotor and 'stator ,of the motor under consideration at a sHp of 2.5% can

be 0 found, The frequency-spectrum is shown in Fig. 02. 5 � In thiS

,example, the supply frequency is considered to 'be 60 Hz� It should be
0

noted that the frequericies of the pulsating torques � the aXial forces, ,

00

forces having more th8Jl',SiX pairs of force-pofes arid forces producedby

the air-gap' field harmonics due to the variatiOns in re1uettUlce :qf
, ,

the air-gap of the maChine, are not included in Fig. 2.5 for the sake of
,

0

'

brevity. '

It is observed that the frequency-spectrum of ilie noise produced' by an

"
,
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�s = supply f�uency .

s = slip

I

10u>s

O.:;;_..;x;;_.;;::.:;;....._--___.j.__--___..__--___..__--�
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0

Slip
Fig. 2.3 Tone-frequency lines. in the absence of .as�tries

t 2wS
>
o
C
(II
J "'Sf n= 1
� Qs��----------------�------------------�
It

2ws ,n = 1

oL---�-----L�--�----�==�
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 ·0.2· 0.0

sus

Pig. 2.4· Tone-frequency lines: due to . asymmetries
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. ..

:.
.

.

.

...

electrical machine spreads over a fairly wide range. In addition,
"

,

both stator and rotor are subjected to various modes 'of vibrations. '

2.2 Mechanical Response

tn order'to explain the important role which th� mechanical
'.

. .

'. ,"

response of the machine structure plays in the problebt of electro�, '

magnetic noise in electrical machines, a simple vibrating syste. as

shown in Fig. 2.6 will be considered. The' system· consists ,of a mass',

m, a spring of stiffness k and a viscous damper of , damping coefficient c.

m'

Fig. 2.6 A simple vibrating system::
'

The system is considered to be subjected to an external Sinusoidally

, varying force of amplitude F and frequency � •

, ,
e

,
e

Applying the law of motion for a rigid body in translation, the

equation of motion can be written as:

'.. .• k' Cax + ex" ':x
= Fe os �et"

"

From this 'equation" the forced vibrations (steady-state vibr�tions)"
in, the system in response to the exciting force FeC�s�et will be alSo

sinusoid'a! in nature with frequency e�ual to the excitins . frequency . The

l°t'ud f the o'b ' ° b'" d 49,50
aDIP 1 "e 0 e Vl .rat10ns can· e e�resse as " :
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where;
.

IDn == natural frequency of the. Syst�tIl.r-·
l1d = damping fa.ctor ==

.. .....£.. .

'2.rm
x = amplitUde of the vibrations of the same system -:.,--
e

corresponding to static application of the force = r

In Fig. ·.2.7 J. the amplitude X of the �teady-state vibrations is
. ...Q) .

shown as a . function of. the frequency ratio..! ,for selected values of the
Q)n

damping ratio n d •

. The figure shows the well-known fact that a sm·all impressed

force causes excessive vibrations in a stru�tUre if this structure is
. .

nearly in resonance with the impulses.· Accordingly J the magnetic

-forces· acting on the iron of the stator and rotor of an· electric

machine J and the mechanical vibratory forces acting on the bearings may
.

.
.

produce excessive noise and vibrations, especially· when the frequencies
.

,

.

.. ..". ...,
.

of the exciting· forces
.

are equal to, or near , the natural frequencies of
. .

. .

the parts of the machine concerned. On the other hand , a relatively

ltQ."ge exciting. force mt1Y cause i�significan,t vibrations if the response

of the structUre at the forcing frequency of· the particular· mode t)f
. .

-

vlbratd.on is small. Also, it· is worthwhile mentionin;: that those force

-waves having. � sma.ller" ntlmber of', YoTCe-poles _ are more -important in" the

production of noise and vibrations.
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Fig. 2.7 Amplitude of forced vibrations of a simPle vibrating system

2.3 Ear Response .

The human ear is capab Ie of responding to frequencies Up to

20000 H�... However, the sensitivity of the ear varies with frequency
'.'

.

as shown in Fig. 2.81,4,51 � Th� lower curve shows the minilllUDl noise.
-level which is audible to De human earXbe upper curve shows th·e

.

.
.

thl,'eshold where the ·ears start feeling padn, HOWever it is to. be, men-'
. �'.. . . .' .

.

tioned that the ear starts feeling'discomforf.at about 20 decibelsl
below . the pain threshold. From the figure, it is evident that the

human ear is less sensitive to sounds of low frequencies, wh�reaS it is ..
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pain threshold

40

audibility .threshold

o
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20 100 1000 10000

Frequency -Hz

Fig. 2. 8 The response of an average human ear
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D'Uch mre sensitive at frequencies in the range of SOO to 5000 Ht.

Because of this,
. . .

. sound levels in the 710 to 1400 Hz, 1400 to

2800 Hz and 2800 to 5600 Hz octave�bands are used in induStry as a

. '.' 7
. measure of whether or not reliable speech communication is possible .•

Also, another characteristic of the .human ear is that noise becomes

JIlOre annoying if ·it includes pure tOilesl •

. 2.4 important Aspects for the Reduction of Noise'

In the light of the above df.seuasdons of the three main aspects

.
of electromagnetic noise problem in electrical machines, the rollow-

ing considerations are of great imPortance,:

i) The force-waves produced by 'the rotating magnetlc:field constitute

the main source of
.

the electromagnetic noise in electrical"

machines � Since the magltetic field i'� the ineans bywhich pClWer
.

is transferred between stator and rotor, to some de�ee . this'

noise is unavoidable. AlSo, the problem is accentuated by the

harmonic content of the field. This content is' very much de ..

.pendent 0Ii the number of stator and rotor slots:' The sloi-combina

tion is
.

determined' by consi,derations of speed and. the size.' of
.

.
..'

the machine, stray ,losses, synchronous and asynchronous torque

-dips and the noise produced.
.

Us1.1ally,· the choice of a slot

-combination may prove advantageouS .for sOme. of these considerations,

but detrimental to the remaining. The choice of the slot�combination

is, therefore, inevitably· a comproniise . which may not necessarily

result in quiet operation' of the machine. Moreover, 'the presence

of any kind of asymmetries In the electrical machine is almost

. unavoidable and ,accordingly ,there �e
. always several' noise cOlDpon-
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ents produced as a result of these asyuunetries.

ii) According to the physiological characteristics of the human ear,

electromagnetic noise of electrical machines is most troublesome

as it is characterized by pure tones. In this connection. the

specifications - B84142 (British standards of noise-levels

p ermi tted in mixed residential and industrial areas) state that

the noise-level permitted in a residential area is to be reduced

by about S decibels if a pure tone is present in the noise3•

However;, even if the total noise-level is reduced, the fact remains

that a person can still distinguish the tone and may still

complain. It is essential, therefore, to reduce the pure tones

produced by electromagnetic vibrations in.electrical machines.

iii) To red�ce noise, it is usually better to reduce vibrations ·pro

. duced wi thin the machine by adopting· an app.ropriate design,
. .

rather than by providing noise-reduCing enclosures (sound ab·
.

s orbers) and mountdngs which increase the: overall size of the·

. 'm�chine and are expensive to installS.

iv) There are only. tw� means by which the noise produced by

electrical machines can be reduced; One method is reduction of

the '�li tudes of the'main magnetic forces by reducing 'the flux

·density in the air-gap •. Obviously, this increases the· size and
.. . ..

.
.

the ·cost of the machine considerably. This is in direct

.

opposition to increasing efforts which are directed towards
.

.

the use of lighter and more economical machines. The second method

is to arrange the resonance frequencies of the stator and rotor in such
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a way that they lie. well away from the frequencies of the main
'

e xciting forces. This is considered to be the most effective

means of achieving a quiet electrical maChine.

v) The vibrations of the stator of electrical machines are

generated in several mode�shaPes ranging from the Zero-mode to

mode-shapes having high number of nodes around the periphery.

Moreover, electromagnetic vibrations are excited not only in the

radial'direction but also In tangential and axial directions.�

The. vibrations are generated at frequencies ranging from' a few
. ",

cycle� pe� second to several· thousand cycles per. second.' Al-
.' ..... ".

though the ear is not sensitive to noises of. low frequenCies,
.

' ..

structure-borne vibrations at low frequencies.' could be very
.

detrimenta15 .

.In conctusdon, the study of the Vibration Characteristics' and'

mechanical. response of the various members of an' electrical machine is

of great importance in the design. arid ��ufacture ofq�ieter·machine�.
The study should be carried out on' a three-dimenSional baSis' over a'

'.

.

.

.

.

wide range of frequency exteriding from zero t� at least 5000 Hz for
.

the different modes'of vibration.
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.

3. nm GENERAL FREgUENCY EgUATION FOR STATORS

. HAVING ENCASED CONSTRUCTION

For an accurate assessment of the mechanical response of a

vibra�ing system, accurate information about the natural frequencies
.

.

of the system is essential.
.

The frequency equati.on from whiM. the

various resonance frequencies 1>f a stator having encased construction

· can be obtained is derived here •.. The construction of the stator under

consideration is illustrated in Fig� 3� 1.
.

It consists of a thick

cylindrical' . core (loaded with teeth and winding), which is encased by

a thin cylindrical frame.

3.1· Method.of Analysis.· .

Inidally,' the. core and the frame are considered' s.ep�ately. To

·

solve the problem of the cOmposite structure of the stator,. the f()llow-
· . .

.
.

.
. . .' . : . .'

ing' two: boundarY conditions should be satisfied:
. .

.

.
.

1-
.
The forces' existing at the inner surface' of

. the stator-yok�.
are equal and opposite to .those exerted by:the.stator teeth and .

. . winding.'

2- EqUi.librilDD and compatibility at the interface bf the core and

. the frame.

By satisfying (the conditions mentioned above, .six homogenous

.equations are obtairied� '. The coefficient dete:rmiriant of these' equati.ons

yields the frequency equation of the system •

• The following' assumptions have been made in the.analysis .pre-.·

sented. here;
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.....

i) All displacements are extremely small in comparison with the

,

,dimensions of the stator.

. !

, ii)
,

Materials for both core and frame are hoeogenous , isotropic,

linearly elastic and compressib1e.

,iii) The bonding at the interface of core and frame is perfect.

iv) ,WIli Ie considering the general form of, the .flex'Ul"al vibrations,

the stator is 'treated' as if it is freely s\I.PPorted at both

ends without 'axial constraint40,41 •

..........

v)
,

The frame is considered as a cOlllJ'lete cylinderical shell;' the

effects of connecting box, any ventilation holes and other

irre�larities are neglected.

vi) The masses of cooling ribs, feet and any other similar p�s

are assumed to add to the mass of the frame�

On the basis of expel'imental evidence, the assumptions mentioned

above have been found appropriate by several authors8,13-19 in' connection

with vibrations and noise investigations in el�ctrical machines.

In the present analysis" the three,:"dimensiOnal elasticity theory42,43
is Used to describe the vibrations of the _§tator';' core .' F.0t: ..��e.. £.'rame,

, 44
"

" '.
the original FIUgge's theory of thin shells 1S used, Further, no sim-

plifications or approximations are introduced in deriving the frequency

equation.
,

In spite of the rigorousness of the present ,analysis, an effort

has been made to derive the solutions in,a simple way.

3.2 The General Frequency Equation

3.2. 1 Equations of the core

,

The field equations for vibrations of a compressible elastic con-
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2 I Mc Pc a "e
V u + -=-':-::2c 1-2� az Gc a tc .

Solutiolls of these equations of motion are. readily obtained45

•
· ... (3.1 c)
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tinua have the following form in the polar cylinderical co-ordinates45:

"e 2 avc I a�er Pc a2we
.'� (. v2w - - - --+ I-ill W

=

'G-r .... (3.1 a) .

.

,,\... e r2 r2 as c c at

2 Vc 2 awc
v Vc

- -+ --+
2 2 ae
r r

2
1

. 3Ac Pc a ve
1-2�c rae

=

C;; a' t2
•••• (3.1 b)

with the help of.displacement potentials " '" and X, as:
.

alii .a21j1 "

a

.

\If .= .:J:. + - + !L
c. ar . ara z rae

· ... (3.2 a)

· ... (3.2 b)

.... 2
!!. . a2 I a' . I a

Uc = -(- + - - + 2' 2)'" .

az ar2 r ar
r as

.. (3.2 c)

It may be verified by direct substitutions 'tllat equations (3.1)

are satisfied by. these components of displacement, provided that " 1jI

and X are taken as solutions of the following differential. equations:

•••• (3.3 a)

(3.3 b) .

· ... (3.3 c)

•

Ii<t�t!���._ (�.' 3) are actually wave-equations,· whose solutions are

well_known45•46. The solutions of these equations will, therefore, be
_.__ .�.__ ._

_ •• __ .�_
" •• _.,. :"'�' • .f. _." __" ''''_

• :
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. . � .

. periodic in e ,and z with periods of � and;�, respectively... In addition,

the· solution must also satisfy the end conditions (zero radial and tangen

tial displacements at z == 0, L and non-zero axial displacement at the

same points). . The solution is found to be:

..... (3.4 a)

· ... (3.4 b)

.

'11'. i(l)t·
X = Xn (r) Sin Jll r z Sin ne·e

.:........ . . ".

· ... (3.4 c)

. .

... .

.

In order to determine the expressions. of .n' .'n and Xn' equations

(3.4) are substituted in equations (3.3), whiCh gives:.

(3.5 a)..--

· ... (3.5 b) _;

2 .22 2" 1 •

[((l) m 'II' n 1.

Xn(r) :+ r �(r)· +. 2" -

-L2�- 2"3 Xn(r)= 0

C2 . . r

The dots (.) in the. above equations- .denote .differentiat'ion: wi th ..

respect. to "r"; Equations (3.5) are nothing but .nl!!. order B�ssel·�s
.

.

. .

78·· ..

differential equations4 ,4
, the general solution of which is given in

· ...

.

.

.

....

terms of the Bessel functions J and Y, or the modified. Bessel functions

I and K,. depe��.�ng on the relative magnitudes of the �ongitudinal htllf
.

-wave length:�. ,the circular frequency (l) and. the physical paraaeters of
.

.

! �.

tb'e core material represented by the Constants c1 and c2•
.

Table '3.1· gives
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. the solution of equations (3.5) for the various intervals of the fre

quency e ,

Substituting equations (3.4) in equations (3.2), the general'

solution for the displacement components of the stator-core is Obtairted

in the following form:

.• M • Ii'· . 'II' fiAtt
. wc -r+n(r)- r "'n(r)+ r 'Xn(r)]Si� cosne -e

Vc =I - � +nCr) + ;:- +n(r) ·G2cr)lSi"'7 Sinne.ei"'t ..

..... (3�6 a)'/

u ":['!!... .

+ w22 >"n'(r').]. Cos�. Cosne.ei(l)tc
-

. L
. "n(r) 'I'

L -r-; ,

.

•••• (3.6 c) //

where; n and m can assume any positive integer value includin�,zero.

\ �_8:�: <?� .

the thre�. compone�ts
.

()f· d��_P��_�!J)D�.. bay.e_: 2JlJl:9.<!�_s :�;r()U1l� ;.,�,e
o � ��C?u.m!.�:r.ence of_�e.. �t..a�or .and m .hal.f.-w�v�� alo,ng. th�_J'_achi:ne���gth,
....

for values of· n and.J!'. .C?th�� . .'�h� ..

zero. In this case, the radial and.

C.. ---- _ .. - ",'" _

- .. -"

. .. .

tangential displacements are equal to zero at both ends of the stator,

Le. at z-O and z-L, while the axial displacement has a nen-aerc value
.

.
\

.

2
at the ends.

.

It is' evident that, for the cases of' n-O. and 11=0, the"

expressions of equations (3.6) result in . ��forlll vibratiQrt.s. arolDld the

· circuJliference of the stator, and along the machine .Iengeh , respectively.

3.2.2 Equations of the frame

'I1le frame has a mean radius R. and th�ckness h •.. As h is usually
..

'. small :compared to R, the original Flugge's equations of motion, which

are based on. the assumptions of the linear thin-shell theory, have been
'. .... .

.'.

used. for the description of the motion of the "trame in the present.

.
.

.

analysis � S�nce the effects .of shear'distortion and. rotat<>ry inertia.
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Case
'

Interval Solution
No,.

+n(r) =A J +A Y ,

n1 n(�lr) n2 n(�lr)
,

I r' cl<�> 0 tIIn(r) =AJ" +AY, ,.,

n3. n(�2r) n4 n(�2r)

Xn(r) =AJ +AY"
nS n(w2r), n6 n(�2r)

+ - A I + � K '

nCr)
-

n1 n(wlr), 2 n(�lr)
II m'll' m'ir tIIn(r) .. A J + A Y

�2<(I)<r-cl ' ' n3. n(�2r) ,n4 n(w2r)

Xn(.r)
.. A J + A Y

.. nS n(w2r) n6 n(w2r)

+n(r) � A I.' + A K'
"

nl n(w1r) n2 n(w1r)

III
' m'ir 'n(r) .. A 'I + A' K
o<;w< L c2 n3. n(w2r) n4 n(w2r)

,Xn(r) =AI +AK'
, ' , , , , nS n(�2r) "n6 n(w2r)

Tab'ie 3..1, Expressions of + ',' and Xu' for' various
,

' intervals of w,
n, n

,

"

,

222
� m'li'

'-''"'T
c L
1 '
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of the she11 walls have'been neglected in detiviilg FI�gge t s equation_s.
.

. .

.

.

.

.

the resutes
, apply qn.1Y,,,whe.!l. �e h!l.lf�w�ve lEtp.ath of. tile mod� shape ...is

�.. "
. . .�...'

.
.

.'.
.

. � L �more than ten times the shell wall thickness , Le., - arid/--' > 10h.
-'"

-""

.
.

...-

.

m
\..11.,,/

.

.
.

.
.' L

These limi. tations correspond to.values of m and tl of less than 0.1 h

and O. 314 �, respectively. .

In electrical machines,;
.

values of �. and. �
may well exceed the value .10 and, accordmg'ly, the use of Fl�gge's
'. : .

. equations for th� frame is only valid 'for modes �O. & 1 and n-O, 1, 2,

3 and 4. However, these modes are the most interesting ones for the

study of the meChan.ical response of stators of electrical machines to
. '. .'

.

.

·the exci'ting ,forces
7 ,12.' Nevertheless, even fo:r 'the higher m�des. �here

I
I . the . use of Flugge' s equations' seems to be. not very accurate, the ace-

I
i
\

�.'. . .... . .
".

uracy of the calculations will not be greatly affected because the ..

frame is the weaker meDi>er in the' vibrating system; �d as a resu�t,
. .

fts contribution: to the vibration behavioUr'of the whole stator-assem ly

little for those modes •

.

' .... �. . .... _._. ��.... .

.

.

." .. ' ... 44
According to Plugge ,

. .

the differential equationS governing the

motiOn of the frame can be written. (in t�rms' of the dispiaceJDeilt com

ponents
. of its midsurface w f�

v
f and uf)·· in the following form:.

"'. 1-llf' ,.. . , 3-l.lf U·
- �uf + ,--- kUf+ l.lflf ...

-Z- kVf ... vf + wf +
.

. 2
'

.. '.

2a "e ·R2. * .' .'
n --"-'p = 0
at2 Df r

. . (3.7 a)
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I h 2
where, k •

IT (i) ,

.... (3.7 b)

•.•. (3.te)

* * ..

In the above equations, Pr' Po and Pz are the forces per unit

area acting on the inner surface of the fr8lll8.

3.2.3 Solution·£'or·the stator':'assemly

.
As mentione� before, the stresses C1r' Tre· and Trz' evaluated ··at
.. .

the inner surface of the stator-yoke (radius r2), are equal and opposite

to the stresses Ptw ' Ptw .

and Ptw exerted by teeth· and windings.. 'lbe
. r e . z

.
.

mathematical expressions of. the stresses C1 t T e· and T in terms of the .

.. .
r r rz

displacement components w, v and u are well-known and have the following

form.4S:
G
aw· .

C1r=2·-+qll
. ar

T = G( ! 3w
_ !. + � )re.·

.
r ae r 3r

.. . 3w· au

Trz • G.(,ii' + ar )

where,· q ;. �
I-Ill

'

. (3.8 a)

..... (3.8 b)

..... (3.& e)

.

.

.

.

,.'

By substituting the expre��ions of w , v and u • equations (3.6),c· c
.

c

in the above·equations, and equating the resulting stresses (evaluated .at

r • .r2) to. Ptw ' Ptw and Ptw the following relations are obtai.ned:· ...

r e z
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� ..... (3 •.9 a) //

•••• (3.9 b) ../ .

NOW, considering the' second boundary condition, the displaceJIlents
.

* * .. *
." . .... ." .

. .
.

w
c
' v

c
and Uc of the outer surface of the core (�adius r3) iIlUSt be equal

to those of a corresponding point on the inner surface of the frame.
.

.

.

.

Next, it is now requi�ed to find the proper expressions for the displace-

ments. wf' vf and uf of the middle surfa'ce of the frame.' It is proved in

reference (44) that �e relation between the displacement components' WA'

vA' uA of a point A lying on the middle slttface of a thin cylindrical

shell, .and the displacement components of another point B lying on the

same radial line of A, Fig. 3.2, has the fom:

W. = wA

v = ·'(1 + 2!_, V cSrw�' .

. B R 'J A'": r A .

cSr t ....
� = uA - aWA

• e·.
,
•. (3.10 a)

(3.1Q b)-
.'

.... (3.10 c)

where, cSR = distance between pcmts A and B with the proper sign.
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Fig. 3.2 Displacements of two points of a thin-shell

Accordingly, the relation between the displaceillEmt cODiponents

of the middle surface of the .frame (wf' vf ,and ,ufl arid'those of the
,

,* '* *

inner surface ,of the fraDie( W ,V and U ) wi 11 take the foi'1ll!
" C ' C C

*

W = wf,C .

(3.11 a) /.'

· ... (3� 11 b) �-

• ••• (3.11 c) .....

"
,

From these equations,

*

wf = W
, C

· ... (3.12 a)

(3.12 b)

* h *.

uf=u --w
, c 2R c

· ... (3.12 c)

With the help of equations (3.6) and (3.12), the displacement Com-



ponerrts of the middle surface of the frame are obtain�d as:

• JIl1r. n . 11' 'il.l)t
wf=[+n(r )- �n(r )+ i:Xn(r )]S1n� Cosne·e

,

, 3 333
,

v=!-r-� +� -R· +nhr+f r3 r3 n(r3) r3 n(r3) Xn(r3) 2 n.(r31

.... (3.13 a)./

�42-

• • •• (3.13 b) J

•••• (3.13 'c)/
,

, * *

To satisfy the equilibrium conditions at the interface, Pr� Pe
'*" "

,
*

and Pz in equations (3.7) are to be replaced by the stres�es (-qr)'
*. * " '.

( -�_r.e)' and (-Trz)' respectively. 'I1lese stresses h.ve to be 'evaluated
, ,

,

at the ou�er surface �f the stator-core (r=r3) using equations (3�8). ,

Then, .equataons (3.13) and (3.7) deliver the followiJlg set of equations:

R2G '2_ '1- 2..
,

. c qc.,... , Mn 2 llf 2 'nn 2

[�2+ �J l+n(r3) + [2R" (leM - -y-=m +llf)+� k-

,

,

3-11f 4
' ,

�+ 1) + 1 +_ k(t.J: ".2M2n2 + n4 ":' 2n2 + 1) :..

'"
.....
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2
2nGeR. M2n l+Pf nR 2 2(1-Pf) (1+3k) 2 2

Dtr3 �'n(r3)+[�� + r32(n +M
2 -n � )-

·2. .

2GcnR· . 1+P*M3 . nhM· 2 2 },-Pf .•
.

.

2 2
D r 2 �. ( )+[·2 .nh+ �2Rn +M ·�21+3k)-n � )+
f 3 .n r3 4R .

. r
3 ..

.

.

.

M 3-Pf 2 Gc 2nMR • l+Pf
.

MIl

.

2
i(n+ � kM n)-

Df r;-11fln(r3)+[-r- Mrw22 .- r32(n +

2
21-Pf 2 2 2GcMnR·.. R Gc ••

. R 2
M �21+3k)-n �)+ D 2]111 ( )+[-D]1( )+[=-<n +

. tr3 n r3 f"n r3. r3.

, ...

./
"

(3.14 a)

p ••. t3.14b)/



2 2 l-Pf 2 2 2 '�n2(1+Pf)
+[-w2 (M + -r<l+k)n -Tl fA)+

2r32 Nn(r3)+[-
,

.' 3
"

'ilM(1+Pf)R • Mhn 2 l-llf 2 2 2
n Mh(I+Pf)

'2r3 �Xn(r3)+[2Rr3 eM + �l�k)n -Tl fA)+ ,4r32

nM 2' I-Pf 2' Gc MnR '

:
+ i?CM k- -y- kn �f) -

D r-1Xn(r )
= 0

3, f 3, 3
••

'

•• (3.14 c)./ '

"
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2�mGc • M 2 l-Pf 2 2 2
Pf)· Df l'n(r3)+[i[CM + �l+k)n -0 fA) )-

'n\t(1+Pf)R M� 2 l':':Pf 2 2 2
,

2r 2 �+n(r )+[ .. � + �l+k)n -'Ii w )-
, 3 3, '2R' "

Equations (3.9) and (3.14) 'constitute the complete solution to

the problem. It is advisable, now, to rearrange these eq.uations in a

matrix fom in such a way that the elements of the matrix become dbaen

sionless quanti ties, as given in equation (3 .15) � This, matrix presents

the general fom of the solution. To take into account the effect of

teeth and windings in detail, expressions for' Ptw 'Ptw and Ptw should
, r e z,

be developed and introduced in equation. (3.15) • Howeve:.; in the solution

for 'the' general frequency equation in the'present; analysis, the presence

of the teeth and windings will be considered only by �ding their mass to

that of the stator-yoke. Accordingly, Ptw 'Ptw and,ptw are equated to
, r e z

zero and, at the same time, the value of the densi ty of the core P, c has

to be mOdi fied to the value:

1 "mass'of 'teeth' and 'windingsPb '= Pc' { +
mass' of stato:r-yoke ",}
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Ipl = 0 (3.16)
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In appendix-A, the frequency equation bas been derived from

equation (3.15) and it has the form:

where, Ipl is the determinant of the coefficient matrix [P]
It does 'not appear' feasible to obtain an' analytical expression

I .

.'

for the resonance frequency f.IJ, which satisfies the t�anscendental eauation

(3.16). 'i'hus� one bas to resort to a numerical evaluation of 'the res ..

,

onance frequencies, Appendix-B.

3.3 Frequency Bquations for,Sp�cial c;ases '

3.3. I
.

The case of uniform vibrations along the machine-length' (.e) ,

In several electrical machines, especially those having small

'

,
'

length compared to the bore-radius, 'the v�bration� of' the' stator Ilre'
•

•

• ",...:.',:. #.
••• .: • �. '. •

,

" , U-�
almost uniform along a generatrix, • In,' this case, the value, of m

is zero Que' to the ,absence of nodes in the axial direction!' , In such'

a case', two uncoupled frequency equations: are obtained" which are:,

lP11 == 0

IP21 = 0

... � (3,.17)

. , .. (3.18)

as eXplained in: Appendix;.;C. EqUation (3.17) involves 'four 'equations in
.

. : . ." . '.
.

:
, ,

" '

terms of the four unkn,OWDs Ail1, An2, Ans and An6• Accordingly, ,8.5 ,i,t, '

,
,

is 'evident, from equationS (9.2) and (3�'4), ·�uation '(3.11) corresponds

to ,a mode involving. and X only. w,�,� the ,h,��p' ,o�_��ti� ,(3.�2),.it
can be seen that equation (3'.17). corresponds to p'lan�"Vibrati�, involv .....

,
<:

...-...._ .... - ....-.- ••---- •••_ ... _ � ."
•••••••

:....', .�. •• •••• •••• '
• "" � •• ,. .' " •• ,.,_', , ��." •• �. J' ,fi,...

.' ..,.....--:--._.,' <:
, ing ��ial and t�ge1itial displacements ..�JY. an' th,!. �ther hand, equa..

, ---,_......__ -.

%'......
.._, " .. ' ,

,

' ',' "
' ..

tion J3.l:l) corr�spOlids to a mod.e invQ�ving X Only ari�"fl_ecordi�gly,it
c.�rrespC?l1d� to, pure axial vibratiOJls.
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It is wO'l'thwhile to mention that th,se two types of vibrations
'. ,�

are coupled in the general case of flexural· vibrations. <
_. •• __ --...._ •• ' __ "_""��""_M""'_"M_"'''''''_''' _ •••••�.. .-

__ ,...-. •••••••__ • _�.... •

3.3.2 The case of .tUliform vibrations along the machine-Circumference
(n*O)

.

In this case, the following frequency equations (Appendix-C)

are obtained:

• • •• (3.19)

•••• (3.20)

Following similar .steps as those used in the previous case, it·

can be proved that equation (3.19) corresponds to coupled radial and 2
mal vibrations, whi Ie equation (3.20) corresponds to pure torsional

vibrations.

3.3.3 The case of uniform vib'l'atiOns along both machine-length and.
machine-circumference (m=0, n-O)

For this special case, the following frequency equations, as

obtained in Appendix-C, hold good:

IPs I = 0

IP41 = 0

IP21 = 0

(3.22)

.... (3.23)

These equations correspcnd to pure r,adial,· pure torsional and ?

pure axial vibrations; respectively.

3.4· Determination of the Mode Shapes

For the determination of the mode shape assoCiated with a given

resonance frequency of the stator, the relative amplitudes of the. var

ious displacement components must be calCUlated at this frequency. For
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this purpose. the relative magnitudes of the constants An ' An , ..••••

.
I 2

.

.

.

.
.

and A shoUld be calculated at first from eq�ation (9.3). The s�-
n6

stitution of the vaiues so obtained in equations (9.2) ·delivers ex-

pressions for cIIn• "'n and .><n. The substitutiOn of tn' tjln and Xn in

equations (3.6) and (3.1�) gives the required mode shapes for the core

and frame; respectively.
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. . .
.

4. 'BXPBRIMENTAL'VERIPICATION OF/THE ANALYSIS

To �erify the validity of the analysis, the resonance fr�� ,

quencfes of five different experimental models of st�tors of alec";,
trical machines were cotnputed. The ,calculated results are then com

pared with the corresponding measured values" The data as well as

,the measured values f�r the first four models were obtained from refer

ences (16) and (19). The results of the experimental ,measurements on

the fifth model, which' were carried out by Dr. S. P. Verma at the
.

.
. . .

Institute of Electrical machines of the technical University of ' 'Hannover
'. .'

.

.

.

(W. Ger.many), were made, available for the verification of the theory in

the case of stators having encased construction.

4.1 Model-I
, 16" ,

,t.fodel;I, , whose ,dimetlsions �e given in Fig.' 4.1, represents

the stator-core of an induction motor of smali poWer capacity. ,The,
.

.
. .

. .', '. ..... .

,
,

weights of the yoke and the teeth are 7�7 kg and 4.65: kg: respectively.
, The resonance frequencies o,f this model were calculated 'in two

steps as described below:

,

, 1. The resonance frequencies of the st'ator-yoke oniy were Calculated

accordblg' to the general frequency equation, derived in

'

the "preVioUs' chap
,

tel", equation (3.16) J 'bY equating "the thickness of the frame h to zero.

, '
,

DUe to the existence of free-body vibrations of the stator during expe-
.

�

�" .. *':
"

�"_ 'r _,.. � ••••• ,. ; •••• "

••• " '"
• .'

." •••• ',." •••

"�'.'" ••••••••
"", -*",_', "� ••

,,.

•

rimentation, the vibrations',along the machine-length are, "f.��!1' t'C).:be
.�". • -". ,r,' .,' •• ,'..

"
',."' ,',.,_.,* "

." "�

"" , ,
.. �� ..•.� .

.

..

uniform16 � So a value 'of zero is assigned to the longit\1dinal wave_n\ID-'
' ..
�-.- .. _ .. �..... ... .,.�.

. ... , " ... , .... ��.
........ .

_ , ,.* �.
. .. * •.....".",

ber M.
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8./$ .

.

-. eft)

.�. ·lO...2Scm._-... ----._---.

Fig. 4.1 Dimensions of Model�1
..

.

2. The effect of teeth is. then introduced as a' factor. This factor
. 16 17derived in Appendix-D. according to Frohne's expressions ' and· is

calculated.here for the pr�sent model .

. Frohne's expressiOl'iS have been derived on the basis of simpli

fied analysis; neglecting axial vibrations., flexural vibr.ations. along
. '.

the machine length, displacement gradients across· the yoke thickness,

·
coupling .between the different displacement components, etc. Moreover,

it is
.
stated in reference (17) that Frohne's expressions become erroneous

.

.,. ..
.

at higher frequencies.because of the resonant excitation .of the

· teeth.

The calculated frequencies according to both reference (16) and

the present analysis, together with the experimental values are given in

Table 4.1.
. The.table alSo includes values of the. teeth-factor for .



-

n 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 S-

f
.

6620 770 2025 3550 4800 5630 6050 6250
meas.

nt 0.7900 - 0'.7432 0.6960 0.6620 0.5235 0.4283 0.3.520

; According f . 6870. - 2156 '3766 5275 6283 6820 7111
. to present

calc.

�alysis· error +3.78 - +6.48 +6 •. 1 +9.9 +11.6 +12.7 +13.• 8."
'(%1

. According !fcale• bb30 . 184
.

ZOlSU 3640 5070 6070. 6660 6970
toreferenc

..

(16)
l

+0.15 . +1.9 +2.7 .. ' +2.5 +5 •.6 +7.8 +10.0 +11.5enor

(%)

I
UI'
N
,

Table' 4.1 Calculated and measured values of the resonance frequencies of Mode1- I

fmeas• • measured resonan� frequency.

fl. calculated resonance frequency.ca c.

nt
• teeth-factor
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the different modes of vibration.

Table 4.1 shows a reasonable agreement between the caiculated

values of the resonance frequencies, obtained by using the prese�t
'

anaiysis, and the measured values. 'The errors in the values of the,

resonance frequencies by using the present analysis as well as those,
..

. .

.' ..

'

resulting by using the theory given in reference (i6) .dncreese with

the increase in the complexity of the mode of vibration� ,

The theory

given in reference (16) is based on the assumption of a thin-ring and

is,' therefore; likely to yield results of less accuracy, especially

when the wave-length of the circumferentiai mode becomes comparable
,

, with the thickness of the stator-yoke, wh'ich is the case for higher
, ,

modes. In contrast, as the present analysis is based on the rigorous
'.

. .
.

equations of elastic deformation, it should be e��cted that the: results

wiil have nearly th� s�e accuracy for all the modes.' However, this is
, '

" ,

,

not the case in Table 4.1. Here, higher errors are associated with
.

.
.

.

higher' frequencies. This contradiction can, therefore,' be' attributed

to the follOwings:

i-The factor J for taking, the effects of te,eth' into account, is not

b ased on rigorous' considerations. 'Therefore � at frequencies whe1-e the

effect of teeth becomes pronounced, the accuracy of the reslii ts 'wiil be
, ..

'.
.

, ,

severely affected. ,This is the 'case at higher modes.
"

ii� There, is always a certain am()unt of discrepancy between the' actual

values of the physical ,parameters of uteri'als (modulus of elasticity.
'

'.
.

.

.
,'

"
.

density, Poisson's ratio) and the values used in calculations.

iii- Inherent errors, which are always present in the measurements of
, ,

,

resonanCe :f.requencies, especially the higher ones.
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4�2 Model-II

For further confirmation of the causes of error mentioned in

the foregoing, the calculated and measured values of. frequencies for

Model-II. whose dimensiOns �e given in Fig. 4.2; are presented in

Table 4.2 .

no. of .slots· • 36 .

,._�-------...;_- 9.75 em
Fig. 4.2

.

Dimensions of Model-II

It is noticed from Table 4.2. th.t almost simila.r· observations,

as those made for Model-I in connection with errors, can also be made

for this model •.. Further, it may also be mentioned that due to computa-
.

. .

tion.l difficulties, it was not possible to trace �he natural frequency
. .

. associated wi t1) the mode n=2, for both inodels. These difficuIties·
.

generally arise when the yoke-thickness .to raslius ·ratio of a·stator is.



n 0 2 3 4: 5 6 7 8 9
. ,

f 6170 530 1400 2410 : 3450 4450 5180 5590 5850
meas.

.According nt 0.7200 - 0�674l 0.6347. 0.5850 0.5242 0.4576 0.3942 0.3368

to present
2469 : .

6087: .. '6496. fca1c• 6350 .

._' 1369 3628 4703 5524
Analysis . ,

'I error +2.92 - -2.2 ' +2.45 +5.15 : +5.7 . +6.6 +8.9: : +11.0
.

(%) ,
. . ,

'
.

.
,

.
,

According f 6190 502 1340. ' 2380 ' 3490.. : 4490 ' 5300, : 5900..' 6280 '

calc.
,

.
.

,

to reference ' ,
.

.
.

.
.

error +0..3 -5.3 -4.3: : -1.2 ' +1.2: : +0.9. ' +2.3: +5.5: : +7.3 .

(16) (%)
.'
.. ,

.
' .

. , -: -.

Table 4.2 Calculated and measured values of the resonance freqUencies of Model-II

I
CI1
CI1
I
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. .

very small. In such cases t the resonance frequency .f.or mode n=2 is

qui te small .". In the range of such low frequencies, the magni tude$ of the
.

'. .

Y and K Bessel functions·become so high that the digital Computer cannot
.

. ..'
.

· calculate and locate the resonance frequency. HoWever, Model-I and

Model�II were espe.ciaUy bUilt to sUit the assumptions of the . analysis
.

based on thin;.ring considerations as described in referenCe (16). In

general t stators of electrical.machines have much larger yoke-thickness
.

to radius ratio.'

4.3 Model-III'
.'

.

Now, it· is of great importance52 to test: the . analysis on a model
.

.

.'

.... �
which. representa a large machine. :'::1g. 4.3.shows an eltperimental model· of" . .

'.
.

an U1'1s10tted stator-core' of a 400�MVA turb9generator;. .
The di.ensions of

• '. •
" •

•
"

•
•

"
t.

o. •••• • •

. .

this 'model are related to. the actual dimensions of the turbogenerator by'
.

.

.

.
. '. '.

....
.

the ratio 1:�.36 •. The' length of the model was.kept small (21 em) to.

avoid any flexural-:-vibrations along' the machine length�
.

Moreover, ;the
model 'possesses' a solid cotistruction.

For this model, the measured values' of the resonance frequencies

· f01" only two modes, n=o and Ii=2, are available. The values of the
." .

reson�ce frequencies calculated according to Frohnets'analysis and those
·

calculated 'by using the present analysis, together wfth the measured"
.. .

values, are gi�e� in Tab Ie 4. 3 �.,

It is interesting to note that a striking agr�ement exists be- .

· tween' 'the calculated v�lues according to the present analysis' .·and the
.'

.

·

measured
.

value�, whereas the analysis according. to refe.renee (16) gives'
..

rise to considerab.le errors. Such a good agreement obt8ined by using

.' the present analysis for an Unslotted stator-core leadS to the eenctusfon
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Fig. 4.3 DimenSions of an �xperi.ental stator-yoke
of a turbogenerator-Model III

According to According to .

n. f .. present ana.lysis reference (16).
.eas.

.. " f , .... , error(') .. fcdc• ' erpor(%) .

.. . . .catc, ' .. . . .

0 2009 2012.6 +0.18 1890 -S.9

G3S.�
. ,

'2 943 -0.80 870 -7.8

. Tab Ie 4.3 Calculated and .easured values of
the resonance frequencie� of Model-III
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.
. .

.

·that the deviations noticed in Tables '4.1 and 4.2, between the calculated
.

.

. .

values acc�rding to the present analYSis .end the measured values; are'
.

those involved in the factor used for the: conSideration 'of the teeth
.

. . ...

effects. On the other hand, the considerable negative errOrs obtained
·

by using· Frohne's analysis, as noticed in Table 4.3, can be attributed

f')
.

to the fact' that Only themembr8ne-stiffrie�s of the walls of the stator
.

t,"
'--. "".:.

,,- '''''

..
"" "" -: ,,, _ .. ,, - .. _ ,

_-,.

.:....
.." -

�
..

-:-
.. - .. "

_-

.

'. is consddered In the analysis (neglecting the .' b�ilC.ti.n�-stiffltess) •

.. *;
...... - ....... - ...�. .�*'''''.* ...

,-.�----:- ..... , ..._ ...... ,.---:
......

4.4 MOdel-IV

Model-III was then provided with 'slots, as shown in Fig. 4�4,
· in order to Diake it r.epresentative of the stator-core of a large tUrbo

generatQr.:

As in the 'case of Model-I and Model�II, th� resonance frequencies.·
.

.

.

;
.

.
.

of Model-IV were calCUlated by consider1ng first the stator-yqke alone
.

,

.

.

,*
. . .

and then the teeth-factor was applied to obtain the requi�d frequencies •

.

"
.

.
.'

.
.

.'.�. .

For this mode.1, the experimental and 'the calculated values of the' res-

ensnee frequencies are given in Table 4.4 •

By comparing Table 4.4 with Table 4.3, it is revealed that the
.

relatively increased errors in the Calculated vaiues of the resonance
.

" .

frequencies of the. slotted stator-core, according to the present �lysis,
are '. caused by the. factor used for the consideration of teeth effects.

Also, the comparison between Table 4.4 and Table 4�3<sh'oWs that the ex-
.

. '

'.

cellent agree.JiEmt obtained between the measured resonsnee frequencies

and' tho�e calcuIated
19

by using F�hne's theory for Models I,' II' and IV'

·

resutzs', in the opinion of th� author, from the compensation of negative
. ...... .

errors caused by eonsidering the yoke as a thin ring and positive errors

caus�d.by the inacc:urate consideration of teeth effects.: . Accordingly,
..::.'
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."
"

/
I
I

.
.

.

F,ig. 4.4 Dimensions of an experimental stator ..core
of a turbogenerator-Model V

n f·
'.

.According . to ,present. analysis, . According �o reference(16)Dieas �
.

1'1 f errore') fcalc• errore')
.. . .... . . t . , .calc •.

2 465 0�882 481 +3.44 458.. -1.5
,

3 .1099 0.790 1092 -0.63. ·1095 -0.37

,

Table 4.4 Calculated and measured values of the resonance frequencies
. of Model-IV
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such a good agreement may not be obtained in the case of other models.

4.5 MOdel-V

In contrast to the models· treated in the foregoing, Model-V is

a stator, having encased cons'tructdon, of a typical ll-kW induction mOtor.

The detaiis of the stator are shown in Fig. 4.5. The weights of stator

-yoke , teeth , windings, frame and cooling ribs are 16.6, 5.9, 3 ..1, 9.25

and. 7.9 kg; respectively. The stator-core is made ·of .steel 18minations,··

wh�le the frame is of cast Lron, The values of the physiCal parameters

of these two materials are given in Table 4.5 •

Material. Steel . Cast Iron

Poisson t s Ratio .. 0.28 0.25

• Modulus of Elasticity 2 .lxl06kgl cm2 1.05XI06kglcm2 :.

:

7. 8 pIcm3 7.0 gm/cm3. Density
..

In �he calculations of the resonance frequencies of the· stator

under consideration, the whole mass of the frame is assumed to be con-
. . .

centrated in the portlOIi of the frame which encases. the stator-stack.

For this model, the measUred and the calculated values of the
. ...'.

resonance frequencies are . given in Table 4 -.6 for the mode n=2, which is
.

.

. .

.
.

usually· the most. important. mode of vlbration in noise studies of .

electrical machines. The frequency is calculated by �i1ig the present

analysis.

The effect of teeth, windings and cooling ribs is considered

according· to the factor given· in equation (9 • 16.) • As this factor .Ls ..
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...._--�--21.6cm-.r .i.
2/tcm

----....----T

----14.5cm
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24.3em i . 15D7cm

�1

CORE
I
.

.

I

B

(0') (b)

Ca) side-view cross-section A-A
(b) elevation cross-section 8-8

(c) details of the teeth and slots

( e)

·Pig. 4.5 Dimensions of a stator of an 11":kW'
induction moto�Model-V
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derived on. the basis of a single_ring stator, the application of it in

the present case requires some modifications •. It is appropriate, there

fore, to consider':' th� teeth, windings and cooling ribs as acting on.
a sittgle stator-shell whi.� .is �nlarged to incltJ.de �e: frame.

l f as

.

.' "twa f ._

. ierror(" .

me • calc.

920 0.7435 930 + 1.1

Table 4.6 . Calculated and measured.values
of the resonance frequ�cy of·
Model-V for mode n=2

ntwR� Factor for taking i�to account

. .

effects of teeth, w1i1dings ..
and

.

I

.,

coo"lIiig i;iD5
. .." ,

it can be seen from Table 4.6 that the present analysis, together

with the factor ·for taking into account; the effects of teeth, windings

·

and cooling ribs, delivers striking agreement between �he calculated and
I

·

the measured value of the most imPortant resonance' frequency even with

the approximation involved in considering the stator as a Single. ring in.

calculating that factor. In the light of' this agreement and the conclu

sions reached in the. foregoin:g comparisons, it is expected that similar'

agreement wilt' be obtained fOJ;" th� higher modes 'n�3 for this modei.

4.6 Approximation Involved in Considering theMass only of, Teeth, .

Windings and Cooling' Ribs
.

.

. In order to exaame the degree.of approximation involved in 'Con

sidering the mass only of teeth, . windings and coOiing ribs in � ..

the present anaiysis, the resonance frequencies of Models I, It, IV and

..

V were calculated. using the present analysis by considering the.mas:s .
of

· teeth and windings added,. to that of the stator-yoke and the mass of the
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cOQling ribs added to that· of the frame. The calculated values were

compared·with the measured values of the resonance frequencies and the

percentage errors involved are presented in Table 4.1

n

Model 0 .2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9

t +3.8 - +12.6 +20.0 +38.9 +67.5 +108 +155 ..

II +2�9 .- +4.5 +15.5 +29.0 +44.5 +67 +100 +138

IV '" +5.5· +12.1 .. .. * .. * *

v. .. +5.55
.

.... .. .. * .. '" *

Tab1e.4.7 Percentage errors involved in considering the mass only
of teeth, windings and cooling ribs .,

'* : Measured value of the frequency is not available·.. .

Theoretical value of the frequency could not be traced:..
.

-
.

,
.

Table 4�7 shows that the aforesaid approximation involves consfd-
..

.

.

.

..
.

.. '. .

.
.

erab Ie errors, especially for higher modes. This shess the importance of
;

.
. .

.

",

taking into consideration the. various effects of teeth, windings· and cool

ing ribs in a rigorous' way.

I .

l .' .

4.7· General Co_ents
.

.

:
.

.

.

.
The experimental verification on various model$ and the diScussions

.
"

.

lead to the following: .

(i) The present analysis ,.. together with an approximate factor for·

taking the effects of teeth, windings. and cooling ribs into.

aCcoUnt delivers reasonable accuracy in calculating the valUes·
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of the resonance frequencies especially with reference to

lower modes.

(ii) The· effects of teeth, wiridings and cooling ribs should be'
.

.
.

.

. '.

considered rigorously along with the preseht analysis for a·

more accurate assessment of the resonance frequencies of

. stators.'

'(iii) In the calculation of the resonance frequenc:ies of stators·of

both small and large machines. the consideration of the maSs

only of teeth, windings and cooling ribs in the present analysis

leads. to substantial errOrs J especially for' the. higher modes.
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s. VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF STATORS
HAVING ENCASED CONSTRUCTION

In order to find the vibration characteristics of' stators having
.

.

encased construction in a general way so that the results may be applicabie

to both small and large size electrical machines, i.t is preferable to

consider the parameters involved in terms of dimensionless quantities�. For

this purpose, the elements of the frequency equation, derived in ch.apter(3)

of this thesis. have been so arranged that they are functions of the

dimensionless quantities:
-

Ef P p .. h r2 Lf e

'S ,
-

•
-

• llf • llc ,
-.

, r , [,
c Pc pc. R.

.

'. .

. �
:.' "

.

and the freq�ency factor !.. . The reference frequency�' is indicative
..• '.

, ", '. (1)0 .

'.' 0
",

'

...
'

.....•....

<, of the lowest 'e�tensional natur.�:!. fr.��uency
40

of the core in: p1ane":str�n.•

• •• � ••••
�- --�.- , " ••• * **.*:. .

'';''*
:., ,

.

The dimensionless parameters of the stator shown in Fig •.. 4.5 are.

found to be realistic for most machine sizes. Therefore, the values of

these parameters have. been used' in the following investigations. The

values of these par�eters are:

r2
0.78�

h 0.066' L
1.19r= , R

:I
, if=
-

E'f
0.5 .

Pc .

1.542
Pf

2.75-=
,
'-'.

,
. ---- =

E . Pc P
c . f

"

11 .. 0.28 llf :I 0.25
c

,

5 .1 Frequency'Spectrum
In "connection with the vibration and noise studies in electrical'

machines, one,' requires complete information about the spectrtDn of the
resonance 'frequencies of the sta�or. Moreover, to understand the physical'
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significance of encasing the stator-core in . the frame, it is essential

to determine the frequency spectrum of the composite stator as well as

the frequency spectra of both meDbers of· the stator separately.

The frequency spectra ,which have been obtained by using the

present analysis, are· given in Fig. 5 � 1 and Fig. 5.2 for the two cases

.of m=O and m=l; respectively. Each figure· contains the. various frequency

spectrums of the free frame, the free core and th.e composite stator for

different cfrcumferential�n·odal patterns n. Both figures include .a11 the
.

.

possible resOnance frequencies which exist·within the frequency range

�del'· consideration. This frequency range is generally sufficient, ·�ven.
when a large machine is considered. �or the usual steel s tator-cores,

·0,0 :: � ; 1"3 beingin meters. SO, for a fairly large-sized machine·
r . .

3 .
. .

havmg , for.example, a radius r3:: 70 en, (1)0 will have-a vatue of·7350

rad./sec•• Accordingly, the· frequency range considered· here (!!L ��5)
.

.

..
,

(1)0· ..
corresponds to frequencies up to about 6000 Hz for such machines. This.

Figs. 5.1 and 5;2· show that the composite stator has more than·

one resonance fre.quency.for every modal pattern. In fact, it is well
.

.

-known45,53-59 that a thick cylinderical shell possesses an infinite
.--.... �.

.

. .' . '.
.

.

number of resonance. frequencies for a given· nodal artangement of m and n.

.' ..',

As shosn in Figs. S � 1 and 5.2, three resonance frequencies of the compos i te

stator lie within the frequency range considered here: >These frequencies

correspond to different ampli tucle ratios of·dte ··three
.

components �f dis

placement w, v and u40� as willbe explained later in thiS chapter •.

In contrast, �he·previous investigations available in the puh

.lish�d 11 terature10-20 in connection with the determination of the res':'
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,ona:nce frequencies of s'tators � in general, are invariably confitled to

'only the lowest resonance frequency associated with a mode. Such

confinement can be parti,al1y attributed to the fact that most of the

theories used for the�e investigations in 'the iiterature have the draw

back, of being incapable of delivering information about frequencies

, '

have considered the lowest frequency the only· significant resonance fre-

quency of the stator with reference to vibratiOn problemS in

electrical machines. Although this can be true for small machines; it

'is not the case with large machines where several frequencies for e�ch
"

,

, illiportant'modal pattern may lie' ,within the, dangerous frequency range p£
'

norse production. The presence of these frequencies may be one of, the

causes of noticeable high noise-Ieve1s�as it increases the possib'ility
of, �oincidence between these frequencies', and the' exciti.ng' freqiiencie's '.
For exaD.pie, with the help of Fig. 5.1 it can be shOlfJl that a stator hay...

'

,ing dimensions ten times that of the stator shown In ,Fig. 4.5 (sUCh a
",

'stator could be sUitable for a large power machine:, for 'example� a high
... .

, speed DlaChine of about 300 to 400..,MVA capacity) ,will have resonance fre-

quencies of about 94 Hz, 682 Hz and 1180· Hz for mode nat . and �o. '

5.2· Mode Shapes and r-techanical Response

For, the' purpose'of, aCquiring a physical und�rstanding of th�
phenomenon of the presence, of more than, one "resonance, frequency for each

modal pattern, information about the ampli'tudes of the different displace

ment, compone�:ts � W,v and u of the core and the fraJlle at the, lowest three
.

... ...

resonsnce frequencies of the stator under consideration
. ��en it .is

.. . ... ... .... .

vibrating in a mode Jqentifie�l1?y. f<?ur".circumferential. ��4E':s, are given .

• _-
•

•
� •••••• -¥ ••

��-. _,

_¥ ,. _,
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in Table 5.1 for the two cases of 1il=0 and m=1. As there is no unique,

basis for comparing the magnitudes of the various, dispiacement components,

the maximwn displacem�nt at each frequency is taken as the normal�zing
factor for that frequency.

As' a matter of fact, the" various vibration components are' asso

ciated with each other in each of the resonance frequencies but with

different ratios as exeDll'lified in'Table'S.l. It is shown in Table s.rs

,

that the lowest resonance frequency' 'is associated with only radial and

tangential vibrations. , ,At this frequency I the radial vibrations · are

predominant and hence they characteri ze the' mode of vibration.
'

The slight

difference between the amplitude of the tangential compon�nt of the' core
,vibrations 'and' that of the frame � at this frequency, shows' a relative

rotation of the frame about the core. At the second frequency, the vibra

tions are pUrely axia1., With respect to the third freq�nCy � th� vibra

tions 'are again 'plane' vibrations, involving radi81 and'tangential vibra

tions, with predominance of the tangential vj,brations. 'It is inter.esting

to note that the ratio' of predominance of the radial and the' tangential.
vibrations in the first and thirc:l frequencies is 2.6 and 2.8; respectively.

as comPared too the values era.o and 2.0 ,in the case of vibrations of

, thin rings
40

•

The m()st striking result of, Table S.la .Is that, for instance, a
: .. ...

, ,

, purely radial' electromagnetic force having frequency equal to, or near,
. :' .

. .
.

.
.

'the first resonance frequency of the stator; excites significant torsional'

vibrations in �ition' to the radial vibrations. ,
On' the other hand, Ii tangen-,

.' ','
.

. ..,' " .

"

-tial 'force having the same frequency will excite l'adial vibrations of

,

much greater amplitude (in this case 2.6 times) than that of the torsional



(a) For the case m • 0
. ,
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core displacements frame displacements

frequency order radial tangential axial radial .tart,ential . axial .:

first frequency 1 . 0.387· 0 1 0.332 0

. .

second frequency 0 0 1 0 0 I

third frequency 0.33 0.945 0 . 0.33 1 0

..:..r-. :
----.,__ .--. _ .. - . -_... _,.-_ .. _._

core displacements frame displacements

frequency order radial tangential axial raciial. : tangential .

axial :

first'" fr.�cihency 0.655 1.000 0.419 0.655 0.990 0.4.76

..

·second frequency· 0�414 0.940 0.738 0.414 1.000 0.700
..

third frequency 0.031 0.895 0.997 0.031 . 0.927 1.000
..

(b) For the case m • 1

Table 5.1 Relative displace_nis of the" co�e 1Ind frame
for mode n-2

.,

.. 1.
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vibrations excited by the saDie force. Siaib.r observations can be made'
.

.

for the third frequency, Table S.la;as well as for. the three frequen'cies

given in Table s.1b. IIi the_p:r.es.ellce .0�._�!��:r.:�_1._Y�1?!.a�J.9n�_.,along the
.

.
.

��lenatb.} it can be noticed from T.able 5.lb that�.�lt.:t.h.e._��.���
. displacement compon�ll�S.. �e .associated with each Oth�1:' at all the res-

.

. --.:........--., .. _._.. _ ..
_ .- _ _--....

: .

.

:._-..............
.

. .

enance frequencies of the stator regardless of .1:heir order. In this case,
....... �� .

.

- . ."

. .
.

a purely. radial, tangential or axial exciting force wiU' give ris.e to

.

significant responses not only in its own direction but also in the other

two directions. Such coupling$ between the different displacement
. '. r .

.'
.

.

components are due to Poisson's effect i� materials.

5 ..3 Effect of Encasing the Stator-Core in the Fr�

From. Figs •. 5. i .and 5.2, it can be. observed that the pre.����.e. of
. .

the frame- has practically insignificant effect on the.· lowest resonance·
.

frequency of the stator, for a given modal pattem. This reveals the

p�sence of a �eak coupling between the stator-core and the frame at this

frequency. Such a faint coupling results in a predoadnance of the stator

-core .to the extent that. this frequency can be calculated without appreci-
. '. .

'.
.

.

.

able �rror by totally ignoring the presence of the frame and considering

the vibrations of ·the stator-core alone. This is in' agreement with the
'. .' .' 60

observations made by Jordan and Lorenzen .

However, the _f!a:me has a considerab Ie effect on theJl�glu�r:_ res

��ce �e9\l�ll�ies as shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. This results from the'

substantial couPling between the. .staeor-ccee and the frame at these fre-'

quencies. The presence of the strong coupling at higher. frequencies is.
'. ". .

.
.

revealed by the fact that the resonance frequency of the composite stator

lies cOnsiderably below the corresponding resonance frequency of the
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stator-core alone�
.

'.
.

.

The observations mentioned above show that the coupling between

the stator-core and the frame depends on the order of the frequency and

on the associated mode of vibration •

.. As exemplified in Table 5.1a, the lowest frequ�cy of the stator

for n;tl and m=O is associated with a mode characterized by a predominance

of the radial vibrations. while the second and third frequencies are

associated with pure axial and predominant tangential vibrations; respec

tively. Also, it is found that the only non-aero frequency for the case:
!

of ri-O and m=O, Fig. 5.1, is associated with pure radial vibrations.

Similar observations have been made in several publiC8tions40,45,53,S9.
. '.

.
. . .

Referring .to Fig; 5.1, the coupling between the core and the· ..
frame is negligible for modes characterized by predominance of radial

;

vibrations. In the' case of modes characteri zed by predominance of aXial
j

.or tangential vibrations,. the coupling is substantial. This is to be

expected· on the basis of physical considerations.·

By considering Fig. 5.2 and Tab Ie 5 .lb, simi tar observatiOll$ Can

be made· for the case of m=l. 'l11e vibrations associated· with the lowest

as well as the other resonance frequencies for n>1 are characterized by

.. coupled radial, tengential and axial displacements·� Therefo�; a stronger

coupling between the stator-cOre and the frame exists in the case of m=1

as. compared to the case of maO .for the different frequencies.. Also, it is

foUnd that the mode associated with the lowest resonance frequency of the
.

.

'.'

stator for the case n=O and mal is purely torsional and this :is the reason

of the relatively strong coupling at this frequency, Fig. 5.2. Moreover,

Fig� 5.2 shows that the third frequency for the case m=1 is associated
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with a relatively strong coupling between core and frame.. This can be ..

perhaps attributed to what has been. noticed in Table S.lb of negligible.
'. .

radial vibrations associated with this frequency.

Finally j Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 show that the cOUpling between the

stator-core and the. frame does not actually depend on the complexity of

the mode arOund the machine circumference, especially for modes �.

5.4 Effect of the Circumferential Wave-Number on the Resonance Prequencies
.

of the Stator

.

It can be,' further � noticed from Figs. 5.1 and' 5.2 that not only the

:lowest resonance freqUency Increases with. the increase. in the complex! ty of'
.

the.' circUmferential mode n , but also the higher resonance freqUencie�'"
follow the' sante' trend in the range of mode numbers under consideration.

In' the case' of Ulliform amplitude' of vibrations along the machine
.

. ':"""*-' ¥... .� ". * •• *." •• , � ••••••• , � �

•

length, i.e. when' m=Oj the total stiffness of the stator walls is almost
,-� '_'_'-_. ._.... -. " ." " , .""

entirely composed' of bending stiffness
41

� As n increases, 'the bending
.

.

40· 41 53 '. .

.

stiffness. of the stator .walls increases '.' . and consequently the. res-
. .' �.

.
"

.

.

.'

onance frequencies of the stator will show a consistent increase in .their

values wi th the increase of number of .waves about the machine circumference,

as shown in' Figs.5.L . On the contrary, in the case of m=l the stretching'
stiffness .will be more prominent 'than the bending stiffness4l and that is·

.

'. . . .
.

why the amoUnt of increase in the values of .f�uencies with the increase
. .

ofn, in general, is less for the case ·of m":,l than' for the case o'f maO,

Fig;. 5.1 'and 5.2, particularly at the lower values of n, Further, accord

ing to reference (41)' the. stretching energy' decreases rapidly wi th the
. ,

Increase of. the number of the circumferential nodes, whlle the bending

ener�
. -varIes. in the reverse manner. It is not surprising, therefore,
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that there is a n-range w�thin 'which these two effects balance each
..

.

..

other in such a manner that. the frequency remains essentially constant'

as
.

is the case at the lowest resonance frequency of the stator unde�

consideratiOn, Fig. 5.2.

5.5 Advantages of the Encased Constructi,on of Stators f�om Vibration
.

'Considerations
.

In order to show the advantages of the encased construction of

stators over the conventional construction from the Vibration· point. of

:view, the model inV'estigated by Erdelyi and Horvay15 is considered here.
.. . .

.

. ThiS model is a stator' of a 30-hp, 4-pole induction' motor. In this

model, the stator-core is SUpported by the frame with the help of radial

and tangential ribs as shown in Fig. 5.3.

'. The calculated values of the resonance frequencies of this' stator,

according to reference (15), are given in Table 5.2.

n 2 3 4' 5 6 7

460 1170 1295 2240 3660 5200

490 1225 2060 2940 424q .5580
. Resonance

.. ;

,frequencies U40
.

1580 2560' 3950 6240 9180

.

,
10430 8200 2940 4750 6980 11650

Table 5.2 The catculated values of the resonance frequencies
of the stator model investigated in reference (IS)
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frame
top radial rib

_____
0...
787 em

14.35 em

stator-core

19.65 em

botton radial rib

·Fig. 5.3 Stator investigated in reference (15)

It has been pomted out by Erdelyi and Horvay that,. in the case

. of such a construction, there are four resonance frequencies for· every

mode, as
: shown in Tab Ie 5.2. These frequencies correspond to whether

the antinodes or the nodes of the mode lie on a radial rib and whether

core and frame move in phase or in antiphase .•

For the purpose of investigating the advantages of the encased

construction, the stator-core of this model will nOW be considered to be

encased in the frame (ribs removed), as shown in Fig. 5.4.

The resonance frequencies of this stator, Fig. 5.4, were calculated
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17.6 em

L14.35cm .787cm

---------------.....---�

Fi�. 5.4 'Ihe encased' version of the stator
"

investigated in reference. (IS)

, '

, ' '

by using the present analysis. considering the' same values of Ila.ss�density
and other material constants as those used for the calculation of the,'

.

. ," .

.

frequencies given in Table 5.2. Moreover, the effect of the teeth was

, .... .

.

considei-ed by adding the mass of the teeth to the mass of the yoke, as

'done in: reference (15). The caiculated values of the, ,resonance 11'&

quencies for the encased version of the stator are given in Table 5.3.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7

Resonance 560 1572 2897 4469 6227, 8123
,

frequencies ....,
, '

�,

Tab ie.s. 3
'

The calculated values of the resonance: '

'

frequencies 'for the stator of Fig. 5.4 '
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A comparison between Tables 5.2 and 5.3 .shows two distinct
. .

advantages· of the encased construction over the conventional one with

ribs from the vibration considerations. These advantages are:

i)· The conventional construction with ribs delivers four resonance

.frequencies (or even·more depending on the number of ribs) for

.

each modal pattern. whereas the encased cOIis.truction de Iivers ,

correspondingly. only one frequency. This is to be expected as

the frame is forced to folloW the motion of the core due to the

absence of discrete points. of support between the core and the

frame in the encased. construction •.

ii) For each mode, the only existing resonance frequency in the case
.

.

of· the encased ·construction is higher th� two or three of the

corresponding. resonance frequencies of the conventional construc

tion.

From the above, it is evident that the encased construction is

very advantageous from vibration and noise considerations.
. .
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6. SIMPLIFIED FREQUENCY 'EQUATIONS

In order to reduce the' amotmt of calculations .and' simplify the

analysis to a considerable extent I simplified frequency equations are often
'

desired. The modified equataons should be develop�d in such a way that
, ,

. . . .

results with reasonable accuracy are obtained. Three types of sijgpiifica-:-
tions are considered here. These Simplifications are introdu,ced on the

basis' of the actual construction of, the electrical machine, where' the frame

thickness to frame mean raddus ratio is in the range of 1/12 or even less.

It is obvious, therefore I that only the part Qf, the general frequency

equation which involves the parameters of the frame, has to be modified.

The simplifications are described in the following and the validity of ,each

of>the simplified frequency equations is discUssed.

6� 1 ,Modified Frequency Equation According to Donnell's Simplifications'
..

The simplified Flugge's equations for the motion of the fr�, ,

'which are obtained by considering Donnell's simplifications44" are:

.2'
1+\.If '. •• 1-11f" • R2 -. 2

a v
f

-2 uf+vf+ -2 Vf+Wf+ -- P -n -2
= 0

Df e,' at
•••• (6.1 b)

•••• (6.1 c)

When equations (3.7) are replaced by the above equations, the

last. three rows of the matrix. [Tl, giveJl in equation (3.15), will be

considerably simplified and will assume the form given in equation (6.2).
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6.2 Further Modification of' Frequency EquatiOn by Neglecting
Displacetnent-Gradients Across the Frame-Thickness

In this case; the displacements.of a point situated .on the
.

mid-surface of the frame and the corresponding displacements of a point ..

'

.
.

on the inner surface of the frame (both the points lying on the same

radial iine)' are 'assumed to be equal. Accordingly,. equations (3.U)

are to be replaced by the followings:

*

v = vfc .

.
*

u = ufc

(6.3 b)
.

..... (6.3 c)

Introducing the above relatiOns in the analysis, in which

Donnell's simplifications' have been' included, the last three rows of
. ..

the mat�i� [1iwill noW reduce to the form given in -equatd.on (6.4)

6.3 Modified Frequency Equation.by Neglecting the Pre�ence of the
Frame

.

In the absence of the frame, the stator-asseDb.ly can be .considered

to have a frame of zero thickness. By introducing t'h=O" in equation (3.lS),

the last three roWs of the matrix [1] will be' c�siderably simplified to
.

. the form given in equation (6.S)

It may be noted that these rows are similar to. the first three

rows of the gerieral matrix' [T1, equation (3 � IS) .
.

Thb siJidlari ty is to be

e:xPected due to the fact that in the absence' of th� frame, the boUndarY

conditions at both inner and outer surfaces of the core are the same. Further,
. .

it is worthwhile to mention that these rows' can also be obtained by assign-

ing' a v8.lue of zero .�o· the thickness of
.

the frame in the original equations

of motion of the frame [equations(3.7»),and then seeking the·solution.for .
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; the stator-assembly! In this connection, equations (3.7) reduce to the
.

.

following:

= T
rz

which are the boundary conditions at the outer surface of a free stator

-core.

6.4 Validity of the Simplified Frequency Equation.s
-. To check the ·validi ty of the three different simplifications·

introduced in the 'general frequency equation, the model used for· obtain
.

ing the results of Figs •. 5.1 and 5.2 is considered. The various fre

quencfes have been calculated by considering these simplifications fo.r

the two cases of m=O and.1. These frequencies are the lowest three

I ,.
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resonance frequencies. for the. modes ncO, 1,. 2 and 4.
.
Thus, the validity

of the simplified frequency equations can be checked for the most import�

ant modes of vibrations.
. . .

The various resonance nequetlcies of the stator calculated' accord-

ing to the general frequency eqtlation were compared with those
.

calculated

by using the three simplified freqUency equations and the errors involved

. are given in Table 6.1

Tn Table 6.1, .
the first approximation corresponds to Donnell's

.
.

simplifications, . the' s�cond corresponds to neglecting the displacement

-p:8.ciients across the thickness of the frame together with
.

Donnell "s.

simplifications and th� third. corresponds to completely ignoring the

presence of the frame. From the' tab Ie , it can be observed that:

(i) Introducing Donnell's simplifications in the general frequency
.. equation has practically no effect on the val�es of the computed

.

.

..... :
.

frequencies in general .

. (iil the second simplification delivers results with good accuracy

for the resonance frequencies other than the:lowest order res

onance frequency associated with modes n)2 � Even for this
.

lowest order resonance frequency, the accuracy .is adequate.· In

this connection, it can be Seen from equations(3.11) that the

second simplification will involve errors· ·of higher magnitudes

in the calculation of the resonance frequencies associated with

modes characterized 'by predOminance of radiaL vibrations ,and:

. having a higher value of n.

(iii) The third simplification results, in general,' in a considerable

.

error' in the calculation of the resonance frequencies. ,Tlie error,
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first second third
simplification simplification .' simplification

frequency n
order

m = 0 m = 1 • = 0 • = 1 •• 0 .=1

0 --
."

-- -0.33 -- +12.9

1 -- ." -- +0.11 -- +12.5
1

2 ." ." -3.64 -<3.0 -5.43 -<3.0

4 +0.11 ." -3.9 -3.8 . -2.• 63 . -2.0

0 -- ." --

. -0.11 -- +9.05

1 ." ." ." ." .

+9.47 +10.1
2.

2 ." ." ." ." +9.55 +10.0

4 ." ." ." ." +9.92 +10�3
..

0 ." ." ." +0.11 +9.15 +11.5'

1 ." ." +0.32 +0.27 +11 .• 2 +12.0
3 ,

2· ." ." +0.46 +0.37 +12.64
. +12.2

.....

4 .. ." +0.37 +0.31 +13.18 +13.4

The value of the resonance frequency is zero.

* : The percentage error is. less than 0.1.

Table 6.1
.

Errors in the' values' of the resonance frequencies.
caused' by the' various simplifications
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however, is considerab 1y less in the case of' the lowest fre

quency associated wi th modes �2. This is to be attributed to

.

what has been observed from Figs. 5.1' and 5.2, that the contribu

tion of the frame towards the resonance frequencies associated

with aforesaid modes is of minor importance.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of general nature for the calculation of the .

various· natural frequencies and mode shapes of a s�ator h�ving encased
.. '

..

conserucedon has been developed.· The st�tor considered consists of a

thick core, loaded with teeth and windings, whicll is encased in a thin

frame. In the analysis, the three�dimensional theory of elasticity has
..

been USed for the core, and Plugge's theory of thin-shells has been

applied to the frame. The analysis has been developed in such a way
. .

that the effect of the teeth· andwindings can be considered ei ther

rigorously or in a simple manner by taking into account only the mass

of the teeth and windings. The effect of the frame has been treated

rigorously aSsuming that the encasing is ideal. I� �ddition, the
.

. .' .

flexural vibra�ions along .
the machine-length have -been considered in

the analysis •

.
The frequency equation obtained is applicable'to any mode of

vibration including the· zero and beam-type modes. Moreover, th� fre- .

quency equation provides information about not only radial vibrations., .:

but also about torsiOnal and aXial vibrations. Besides, the analysis

delivers complete information about ali the possible natural frequencies

associated with, a mode of vibration of the stator.
.

.
.

"
.

In the course of investigating the nature of' the vibrations

associated wi tIt some. special modes, it has been found,' that the general·
. .

frequency equation for such modes degenerates into two or three un-

coupled frequency equations •. In this connection, it has been found .that

the resonance frequencies become
.

associated with ei ther· pure torsional
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or cOUpled radial and axial vibrations when the vibrations are urttform

along the machine..circUJilferen.ce •. On the other hand" when the vibrations
. .

are uniform along the machine .. length; the. modes associated with the

various resonance frequencies become either pure axiiil vibrations or

plane vibrations involving
.
coup led radial and tangential Yibrations �

.

.

.'.

.

.

.
. .

.

In the very special case which comprises both the above cases simultan-
.

eous ly. the vibrations become ei ther pure axial, pure torsional or pure

radial.

The numerous cOJJlP�:t"isons drawn between the measured vaiues of
. .

.
.

.

the resonance frequencies and those calculated according to the present
.

• �al.ysis Lead to the-folJ:OWins:
. ','

(i) . The present analysis. together with an appro�ilBate' fact�r for

taking the' effects of teeth. windings' arid cooling ribs into'
.

•
account. deiivers reasonable accuracy dn calculating the values

of the resonance frequencies especi8.1ly with reference to lOwer

'niodes�

..

(ii)' The effects of teeth. windings and cooling ribs should be
,.

,

,

'

,

. consfdered rigorously along with the present analysis for a

'highly accurate '8.Ssessment of the resonance frequencies of

(iii)

stators ..

In the calcuiation of the resonance frequencies of stators of

both small and large machines. ,consideratiOn of the. mass

only of teeth. windings
.

and. cooling ribs' in
.

the present analysis

leads to substantial errors, especially. for the higher modes .

. The det8.iled investigations done in this thesis. for the stUdy of

the vibration characteristics of stators h·aving 'encased 'construction. have
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led, further, to the followings:

(iv) The stator,has several resonance ,frequencies for a given modal

,pattern, and in the case, of large-sized machines at least, two

, resonance frequencies, other than the lowest cine, may lie wi thin

'the dangerous freqUency range of noise production. '

(v) A purely electromagrtetic radial, tangential or axial force hav-

"

,

ing an exciting frequency equal to, or near, any of the .reso-

nance frequencies of the stator, of the same mode; may give rise
,

'

to significant, responses not only in its own direction but als'o
.

.

. .

in the other two directions.

(Vi) ,Whereas the presence of the frame has practically insign�ficant

effect on the lowest resonance frequency of the stator for a

giveri modal pattern, the higher frequencies a,re consicJ.8rab 1)'"
•

affected and they'are lower than the corresponding frequencies
,

of the stator-core alone.

(vii) , The presence' of flexural vibrations, along • the'machine:';' length

reSUlts, in general, in a considerable increase in the values of

'the, resonance frequencies of' the stator.

(viii) The amoUnt of c()upling�between the ,stator-core and the frame is

not determined by the complexity of the mode around the Circum-
,

'

,

,ference but, by the order of' the resonance frequency and the mode

.

shape alOng the' machine-length.

·(ix) Stators having encased' construction possess several' advantages

,from, vibration and noise considerations over the stators having

the conventional construction' (with ribs).'

With a view to reducing the calculation effort: 'and simplifying the '
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analysis to a large extent. three, different simplifications have been

introduced separately in the general frequency equation. These

simplifications have been suggested on the basis of the actual construc

tion of electrical machines. Regarding the validity of the simplified

frequency equations • it has been found that:

1- The, frequency equation with Donnell's simplifications delivers

excellent accuracy with considerab ly less calcUlation effort.

2- Negle.cting the di.splacements"",grSdients across the frame-thickness

in the analysis retains good accuracy especially in calculating

the resonance frequencies 'other than the lowest order'frequencies'
associated wi th modes n�2.'

,
"

�- 'The calculation of the resonance frequencies of the composi te

stator considering the vibrations of th� .st.atoe-core alorie (L,e ,

"

iinoring' the' presence of the, frame). results· in a considerable

error which may well exceed, 10% � The error is" ,however •. less in
'

calculating the lowest resonance frequency for modes having four

or more circumferential nodes.

Finally; although the various frequency equations havebeen

derived for ,the stator-asseDblY consisting of the core .and the fraine,
,

. .

they can also be used for the determination of the vibration behaviour
.
'. .

of the stator-eore alOne; in the absence of the frame,by assigning,a

value of zero to the frame'height� : ".
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9. APPENDICES

. . .. ,

App�ndix A. Solution fot the General Frequency Equation
.. Bquation (3.15) can be written in the simpl� form:

[T] • [51 D o (9.l)

where, IT] is a six by nine matrix, while [51 is a nine elements vector •.
'

Furthe'r, the 'solution of equations (3.5), according to Tab-l� 3.1, has .

the general form:

..... (9.2 a)

"'n(r)="n Zti«(I)2r)+An �«(I)2r) ,

. 3. 4. .

and Y.(· )=A Z «(I)2r)+A 0 .«(I)2r) •

.

un r n5 n n6 "'n .

· ... (9.2 b)

· ... (9.2 c)
..

.Here:.· . Z denotes a J or I Bessel function and' Q' denotes a Y or

K Bessel function.

By substituting equations (9.2) in equation' (3.1S), a system of

six homogenous algebraic equations is obtained. These equations can be

written in the follOWing matr�x-form:

[P] • [A] = 0
.

n
· ... (9.3),

where;. [P.]· 1"s .

a six by six square matrix whose elements are:

• • •• (9.4 a)
.

• e.•• (9.4 b)

· ... (9.4 c) .

• • e.• (9.4 d)
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P =00 2R2T Z· +bl RT i
.

+T Z3S 2 37 n(002r2) 2 38 n(002r2) .

39 n(002r2)

P41=ooi2R2r4IZ;(oolr3) +ooIRT42Zn((I)lr3) +T43Zn(oolr3)

(9.4 �J

• ••• (9.4 f)

.

. ...

(9.4. h)

'(9.4 i)

• • •• (9 � 4 j)

•••• (9.4 it)

• • •• (9.4 1)

� ... (9.4 m)

(9".4 n)

(9.4 0)

•.•• (9.4 p)

•• •• (9.4 q)

•••• (9.4 r)

whe.re; P
ij

and Tij are the elements P
(iai)

. and T (iJ); respectively. '. The



,

frequency equation takes the form:

I pi:: 0 C9.S)

-99�

missing elements PC' •• 1)'
of the matrix [Pl' can be found without·

.

.

. 1,3+

diffiCUlty by replacing Zn in the .above expressions of P
(i,j) by On�

The elements of the vector [A ] are A , A , A ,An ,A' arid A .

n "i n2 n3/R 4/R nS .

n6

Equation (9.3) can have a non-trivial solution if, and only if,

the determinant of the coefficient matrix [P] vanfshes , Hence,' the
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Appendix B. The Calculation Procedure for Determining ·the Values of
the Resonance Frequencies of the Stator'

. The frequency equation given by equation (3.16) is a very com

plicated transcendental equation involving a large number of material

and geometric parameters. The solution of equation� (3.16) is a fairly."
difficult numerical problem due to the non-linear cllange of resonance

frequenCies with any of these parameters. However', once values are

, assigned to these parameters the frequency determinant' fp I becoaes a

00 -

function of the frequency factor.oo- alOne, and accordingly the zeros of.
o

the determinant can be evaluated. As it is clear from equation (3.16).

these zeros correspond to the resonance frequencies of the stator under

consideration.

A computer programme was developed \ising a si,andard computer

. subroutine for' the evaluation of determinants. In contrast to the earl-
.
.'. ,.

54ier graphical method' .' of determining the zeros of the frequency

determinant, by plotting its values versus :frequency, the computer is

ordered to do this searching process wi thout; plotting and to delivel' the

required values of the frequency with an accuracy of about 0.1%.

First of all, the value of the determinant is .evaluated at a

prescribed starting point and at intervals of specified width thereafter;
.

up to and including a prescribed end pomt , A change of sign of the

I.

determinant, across a certain frequency interval indicates a root in that

interval. The interval of calculation is then made, �ch smaller and the

,direction of',scanning is. reversed. The process is ',repeated tmtil a root

is obtained within' a prescribed accuracy. Additiona! roots are obtained

by 're-entering successively into the iteration subroutine with a new

starting point closely beyond the root obtained just previously tmtil the



"

The symbols used in the flow chart are consistent ,with those developed
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entire region of calculations is covered or until a pres crdbed nwnber
,

of roots is obtained.

It is worthwhile to mention that switching froJll the Bessel
. - • • ...,.. :

'. ..
• . � ,.?, ." • .' •

functions J and y to the modified Bessel functions I and K across the

boundary �alue� of CIl=cl p-,and (IJ�c2 �, according to Table 3.1, will
,

give rise to spurious 'roots45., This simplY'me'ans that undesirable change

of sign has been registered across these lines during the iteration pro-

cess.

,The flow chart of the computer programme prepared for the cal

cUlation of the resonance frequencies' is given in the' following pages. '

by the ASAX3 ..6 committee on flow chart symbols for infomation processing6l,62 �

"
'
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Read material and geometriC
Pafameters·. of the. stator

Read data which define
start and end

the searching process
--- ... -... points and interval

of .calculation
.

Calculate the terms of the freqUency coefficient matrix

. ��.ich. _do not d�p��� on fr.�q��9'_. and. mode shape under
" consideration .

.

'.

5�--�==�========�C=========----�
Declar,tion of the circumferential
mode. under consideration

.

Calculate the terms of the frequency coefficient matrix

whi?h dOdn.<?t de��nd �n f�q':1��9' �5i .. l_on_gi��inal mode
shape un er consideration .

4;-------�--���==�==�� _._��.

Decl&fation of the longitudinal
mode under consideration

.

Calculate the te.1:'mS of the frequency coefficient matrix
which do not depend. on 'the frequency.'

.

Write the values of
frequency and .fre-·/-.......-c::
uency determinant

Starting pOint of the
$earching process

Calculate the value
of the frequency

.

eterminant .

.

.

__
-- - - � -;"{Y

_---

Consider next value
of frequency

expanded for .

explanation in

page (l04)

Reverse the direction'
of scanning: -'.4: start no
another searchin.g pro- .

cess USing smaller.
interval of calcula
tion
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Start another searching
process for the determina-

.

tion of the next freque�cy .

A
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Calculate terms of the frequency coefficient
matrix �hi� depend on frequency

the choice of the
Bessel fUnctions to be
evaluated is according
to.Tabl� 3.1

Intervals of
frequency are

defined in
able '3.1

III

Call subroutines,which calculate
Bessel functiOns and/or the

'

modified Bessel functions

Calculate the thirty six
elements of the ,frequency ,

deteriiiinant' ""
. . .... ' .. ,

.

Calf�sUb-rouiine 'for
�!��n�,tti_.Ya.�e.!> '

:Of determinants
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Appendix C. Derivation of the Frequency Equations for the Special
Cases

a) The case m=0

When m=O, the longi tudinal wave-nunber M vanishes. Under such

a condi tion, certain elements of the matrix [T], equation (9 .1); vanish

. and accordingly certain elements of the matrix [P] � equation (9.3), will
,

.

vanish which reduces the matrix [P] into ,two sUbdeterminants,

. [PI] and [P2]' such that

IPll . IPit = 0 , •••• (9 �6)

and

Pll P12 PIS P16

[PI] = P21 P22 P2S P26

P4l·· P42 P .. P464S

,PSI PS2 PSS PS6

. [P2] .= P33 P34

P63 P64

• • •• (9.7)

where;

• • •• (9.8)

..
The elements P �. in equations (9.7) and (9.8) can be evaluated

1) '.

from equations (9.4) by ·putting M=O. For this case, of course, only
.. .

interval- I of Tab Ie 3.1 wi 11 be required 'in the catculatdons .

b) The case of ncO

Similarly', for this case, the frequency equation becomes:

.... (9.9)



(9.10)

••••

'

(9.11) ,

'

The elements' P .. in the above equations are to be obt,ained from
, , 1J

equat.Ions (9.4) by substituting n=O.

c) 'The' case of m=O and n=O

In this particular case. the frequency equatdon. reduces to the'

'form:

(9.12)

where;

(9.13)

'Where the, elements Pij of matrices [P2]' [P4] and [1>5] are to be obtained'

from equaef.ons (9.4) by substituting a zero value for m and n ,
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Appendix D..
.

Derivation of the. Factor for Taking the Effects of
.

Teeth, Windings and Cooling Ribs ·irtto Account
I

.

..
. I

According to reference (16) and (11), the resonance frequency
f of a single-ring stator, Fig. 9.1, for mode n can be caiculated from
n .

the following formula:

._r-.
h

••• �' •• �

windings

teeth

.. :'

Fig. 9.1 .Det8.i.ls of the stator studied in reference (1'7)

i
;

: ./
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",2
C I :n(n -1)

f = ...r�r===
n

'N fn2A+A'y1 r e

1

• • .. (9. i4)

where;

A == factor representing the effect of normal forces produced I
'

,r
by teeth, windings and cooling ribs.

1
= 1+ w- (Wtl'lr +WRl'lr +Wwl'lr ) J

Y tRw

Ae = factor representing" the effect of shear forces produced
by teeth, windings, and cooling ribs.
",1 '

'

_' 1+ W (Wtl'le +WRTle +WwTle'), '

Y ,T R w

A = factor representing the effect of bending moments producedm
by teeth, windings, and cooling' ribs.

'

1 '

= 1+ W (WtBtl'lm +WwBwl'lm +WRBRl'lin' ) ,

Y t w R

'Wi = weight

,
' '

,
'
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5i • sin(n. h.}1 1 ,

L,•
= cosh(n.h.)111

. h
I =..J_:.t
y 2f3Ny

, ,

.;,

. N' = mean radius of the stator-yoke, ·l1ig. 9.1,
y . I

hi = height in the radial direction, Fig. 9.1,

b. = width in the tangential direction, Fig. 9.1,1

. E� = modulus of elasticity.1

and

Pi = density.

i = suffix refers to stator-yoke (y) �r teeth (t) or windings
.

(w)
.

or cooling ribs. CR),

.(1" = 21ff .

n .n

.
In'the case when the teeth� windings and cooling ribs are absent,

the resOnance frequency of the uniform stator-yoke can be ca1culat�d from

equation (9.14) by substituting �r=l. �e=l and �m=l. Accordingly,

equation {9.14) will reduce to the form:

. * .

f = resonance frequency of the uniform stator-yoke.
.. n ...

.

I
• • •• (9.15)

Prom equations (9.14) and (9.15), the factor which takes into

account the effects of teeth, windings. and cooling ribs in the calcula�·
tion of the resonance frequency of the stator will have the following

form:

I
'.
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•••• (9.16)
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